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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with the educational environments of 
elementary schools in Oklahoma as fifth and sixth grade pupils perceive 
it. The primary objective is to determine if particular characteris-
tics of the schools have any relation to the way the pupi.ls perceive 
the educational environment. The other objective is to provide infor-
mation relevant to the educational environments of elementary schools 
to educators who are concerned with the reality existing in their 
schools. 
The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness and appreciation 
to Dr. Russell Dobson, who served as chairman of his advisory committee 
during the year of residence, for his assistance and expression of 
confidence throughout a year of discovery and learning in addition to 
his humanistic direction and guidance during all phases of the study. 
Acknowledgement should also be made to Dr. Dobson for his insist-
ence upon submitting a proposal for research to the U. S. Commissioner 
of Education for support through the Bureau of Research, and to Dr. 
Harold Haswell, U. S. Office of Education Region VI Director, for his 
personal interest and encouragement after a fixed price contract was 
awarded by authority of P.L. 83-531, Cooperative Research Act, as 
amended by P.L. 89-10, Title IV, Sec. 2. 
The author also wishes to acknowledge his appreciation to Dr. 
Kenneth St. Clair for his encouragement and guidance during the early 
part of the author's graduate study as committee chairman and for his 
introduction to Dr. Dobson, as well as his continued interest and 
assistance throughout the study; to Dr. Sue Hawkins, appreciation is 
also expressed. 
A note of thanks is given to Dr, Josephine Hoffer for her personal 
interest in the writer and her conscientious assistance throughout the 
study. Thanks is also extended to.Dr. William Elsom for his expert 
assistance on the specifics of the proper research design and statis-
tical analysis. 
Indebtedness is acknowledged to Dr. Robert Sinclair, University of 
Massachusetts for permission to use his copyrighted instrument, provid-
ing an annotated bibliography about studies of educational environ-
ments, and assistance in the formulation of this study. Appreciation 
is also expressed to the pupils, teachers, and principals of Wichita, 
Kansas and the state of Oklahoma who gave of their time and effort to 
make this study possible. 
Special thanks are due Mrs. Thomas W. Lee for her able typing and 
helpful assistance in the preparation of the preliminary drafts of the 
manuscript and for the excellence of the final copy and her valuable 
suggestions concerning form. Gratitude is expressed to Mrs. Iris 
McPherson, programmer for the Oklahoma State University Computer Cen~ 
ter, for her assistance in preparing the data for analysis. 
To the staff of the Research Foundation for their cheerful and 
untiring assistance from the very beginning of their involvement, a 
special appreciation is extended. In addition, appreciation is extend-
ed to the many other people who contributed toward the completion of 
this study. 
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,-Finally, deepest appreciation is expressed to my wife, .Joyce, our 
sons, John and Paul, and our daughter, Jane, for their time, patience, 
encouragement, and understanding during the entire time required to 
complete this study. 
. The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily re fleet the 
position or policy of the U .. S .. Office of Education,. and no official 
endorsement by the .U. S. Office of Education should be· inferred. 
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Recent modifications ·of the organizational structure and-instruc-
tional techniques being.employed in the·modern elementary school 
reflect the axiom.that individual differences exist among elementary 
school age children and that these ·differences are educationally sig-
nificant. The trend in the field of elementary education is to·attempt 
to ·minimize and/or resolve instructional difficulties brought E:lbout by 
. individual differences among children through such devices as the non-
graded school, the ungraded primary, school team-teaching, continuous 
progress, multi-media approach, computer-assisted instruction, and 
other organizational or instructional schemes,(Dobson-.,1968). 
_One can safely assume.that attempts have and are being made to 
alleviate instructional difficulties through various organizational 
schemes,.and that the.modern elementary school teacher·is more sophis-
ticated in her approach to instruction than·.her counterpart of a .decade 
·ago •. Nevertheless, children in greater numbers seem to be·encountering , 
. learning.difficulties similar to ,those of the past. This does not 
necessarily.suggest that learning problems are.incre~sing among elemen-
tary school children .but that perhaps teachers are becoming more adept 




Mere cognizance. of the fact that children are still experiencing 
failure in many instances at the elementary school level will not 
resolve the problem. The fulfillment of an individual's personal need 
is essential before directed learning can take place •. These needs must 
be met by the child's. environment, both in school and.out, before he 
can .become a full-fledged learner who is working up. to his maximum 
learning potential. The school does not· have control over the entire 
environment affecting the child's learning potential, but it can .be 
safely assumed that the school has enough influence on this corner of 
the child's universe to accept some responsibility for causal factors 
which ultimately. influence·his successes and failures. 
An analysis of the perceptions of over 12,000 students from more 
than one hundred elementary schools toward the nature of their educa-
tional environments revealed that there is an urgent need for princi-
pals and teachers to create refreshing educational surroundings that 
meet the personal and academic needs of children (Sinclair, 1968). A 
number of schools are already designing.programs that emphasize,the 
total atmosphere of the school. 
Up to now, there has been considerable research on individual dif-
ferences, but relatively. little has been done to measure differences 
among environments with which individuals interact. Different environ-
ments affect children in different ways, and to ignore variation in 
school climates is to limit our understanding of the various ways 
students think and feel. 
As the educational environment influences the individuals within 
that environment, a study to assess the pupils' perceptions of the 
educational environment should provide new insight into,situational 
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determinants of social, physical, and intellectual significance, thus 
assisting the staffs of participating.schools in the planning.of educa-
tional programs that are relevant to their specific local situations. 
While a descriptive study cannot directly bring about any change 
in a local school's environment, a .report of a school's environment as 
perceived by the pupils who live in tha.t environment can serve as the 
catalyst to move principals and teachers to create fresh educational 
surroundings that.meet.the personal and academic needs of children. 
Awareness of a situation is the first step toward bringing forces to 
bear on changing that situation. 
Justification for the Study 
This research project assessed the educational environments of 
selected elementary schools in Oklahoma for the purpose of providing 
information to educators who are concerned with the reality existing 
in elementary schools and who desire to reform current educational 
programs, if the reforms are needed. 
Elementary school environments are as different and complex as the 
.students who live in them .. Only when educators understand the influ-
ence of environments on students, will it be possible to change atmos-
pheres that discourage learning and build and maintain environments 
· that encourage and reinforce education that is responsive to the needs 
of elementary school youth. 
Environmental studies provide valuable information for identifying 
and implementing needed changes in educational practice. _Information 
about educational atmosphere makes it possible for educators to deter-
mine if current programs are resulting in the type and the intensity of 
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.. environment originally. intended •. Also, through the close examination 
of existing school conditions,. it is possible for school faculties· to 
identify.practices .that contribute to.·the,status of the school's per-
ceived atmosphere ... School staffs should.be a,ble to.use such informa-
· tion to »plan educational .programs, such as: developing curricula, 
creatin.g abundant environments: for children who, have learning problems, 
. selecting instructional materials, grouping students, designing behav-
ioral objectives, and so on • 
. . Different environments affect children in different wa,ys, and to 
ignoredifferences in school environments limits·the knowledge that is 
needed to clarify .. the directions in which to ·plan and promote change. 
Anderson (1970, pp. 6-13) addressed,himself to ,this point when.he 
stated: 
_ The current knowledge explosion creates not only. oppor-
. tuni ties· for us• but also -very real challenges ... For example, 
it is extremely. difficult to •.defend qbsolete.·items- in .the 
curriculum like-Silas Ma.rner when.there are so,many more 
important things· that ought to .be part of a child's experi-
ence.: . Similarly, the· kn:owled.ge,explosion ,has included 
information a.bout -.the way children react to the various 
· organizational structures· that we now know to be possible. 
In any event, the absence ,of research directly concerned.with 
·educational environments as perceived by pupils indicates that there 
is a need to ·investigate existing elementary. school environments. 
-Consequently, one of the·major concerns- of this·study.was :to assess 
the educational environment of elementary schools in .. Oklahoma .with the 
common characteristics of size of -enrollment·, rural or urban .setting, 
.socio-economic class, sex of principal, .age of teachers, type·of 
organization, and amount of open space facilities. 
Another major concern.of this study.was to discover how similari-
·· ties in the educational environments of elementary schot>ls ·with connnon 
characteristics differ from the similarities of the educational envir-
onments of schools with unlike characteristics . 
. Statement of the Problem 
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The purpose of this study, therefore, was toidentify the educa-
tional environment of selected Oklahoma elementary schools as perceived 
by the pupils who·attend those·schools, and to determine whether 
schools with differing characteristics differ in their educational 
environments. 
Answers to the following .questions.were sought. 
1 .. Do elementary schools differ in their educational environment 
as perceived by pupils when the school enrollments differ? 
2. Do elementary schools differ in.their educational environment 
as perceived by pupils when the demographic features differ? 
3. Do elementary. schools differ '.in their educational environment 
as perceived by pupils when the socio-economic compositions differ? 
4 •. Do elementary schools differ in their educational environment 
as perceived by pupils when thesex of the principals differs? 
5 •. Do elementary.schools differ in their educational environment 
as perceived by pupils when the age of the teaching staffs differ? 
.6. Do ·elementary schools differ in their educational environment 
as perceived by pupils when the organization1=1l plans differ? 
· 7 .. Do elementary schools differ in their educational environment 
as perceived by pupils when open space facilities differ? 
Basic Hypotheses 
Certain hypotheses were formulated and tested by a statistical 
analysis of the data collected. The investigation was directed at the 
following null hypotheses: 
1. Educational environments of elementary.schools located in low 
socio-economic class communities do not differ significantly. from 
elementary schools located in middle class or higher socio-economic 
communities. 
2. Educational environments of elementary schools located in 
urban settings do not differ significantly from elementary. schools 
located in rural settings. 
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3. Educational environments of elementary schools having a female 
principal do not differ ·significa;ntly. from elementary schools having a 
male principal. 
4. Educational environments' of elementary schools do not differ 
significantly among elementary schools with enrollments under two 
hundred, between two hundred one and four hundred pupils, four hundred 
one and six hundred, and over six hundred pupils. 
5. Educational environments of elementary schools do not differ 
significantly-among elementary schools with the age range of fifth and 
sixth grade teachers under thirty years, between thirty and forty 
years, between forty-one and fifty years, and over fifty years • 
. 6. Educational environments of elementary. schools do not differ 
significantly among elementary schools employing self~contained class-
rooms, ability grouped classrooms, nongraded classrooms, departmenta-
lized classrooms, and team teaching. 
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7. -Educational environments of elementary schools with non-
movable internal walls do not differ significantly from elementary 
schools with open space facilities for instructional purposes. 
Defini~ion of Terms 
For the purposes of this study the following definitions are used: 
Educational Environment--The conditions, forces, and external 
stimuli or situational determinants which foster the development of 
individual characteristics •. The environment can be described according 
to the participants' perceptions of these determinants or probable 
stimuli as measured by a class's responses to forty statements which 
depict these perceptions. 
EducationaLEnvironment Variables--Five dimensions which describe 
some of the reality that exists in elementary schools. The dimensions 
are Practicality, Community, Awareness, Propriety, and Scholarship. 
These five dimensions as defined below are taken.from Robert L. 
Sinclair's dissertation (1968) . 
. PracticalityuThe statements in this variable suggest a 
practical, instruiental emphasis in the environment. Proced-
ures, personal status, and practical benefits are important. 
Status is gained by knowing the right people, being in the 
right groups, and doing what is expected •. Order and super-
vision are characteristics of the administration and of the 
classwork. Good fun, school spirit, and student leadership 
in school social activities are evident. 
Community--A friendly, cohesive, group-oriented school 
life is characterized by the combination of statements in 
this dimension. The environment is supportive and sympathet-
ic. There is a feeling of group welfare and group loyalty 
which encompasses the school as a whole. The school is a 
community. It has a congenial atmosphere. 
Awareness--The items in this variable seem to reflect a 
concern and emphasis upon three sorts of meaning--personal, 
poetic, and political. An emphasis upon self-understanding, 
reflectiveness, and .identity suggest the search for personal 
meaning. A wide range of opportunities for creative and 
appreciative relationships to painting, music, drama, poetry, 
sculpture, and architecture suggests the search for poetic 
meaning. A concern about events around the world, the 
welfare of mankind, and the present and future condition of 
man suggests the search for political meaning and idealistic 
commitment .. What seems to,be evident in this sort of envir-
onment is a stress of awareness--an awareness of self, of 
society, and of esthetic stimuli . 
. Propriety--An environment that is polite and considerate 
is suggestedby the statements in this dimension. Caution and 
thoughtfulness are evident. Group standards of decorum are 
important. . On the negative side, one can d,escribe propriety 
as the absence of demonstrative, assertive,' rebellious,. risk-
taking, inconsiderate behavior. 
Scholarship--The items in this variable describe an 
academic, scholarly environment. The emphasis is upon com-
petitively high academic achievement and a serious interest 
in scholarship. The pursuit of knowledge and theories, 
.scientific or philosophical, is carried on rigorously and 
vigorously. Intellectual speculation, and interest in ideas 
as ideas, knowledge for its own sake, and intellectual 
discipline--all these are characteristic of the environment. 
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Low Sociomeconomic Class Schools--Elementary schools identified as 
meeing the criteria of the Oklahoma State Department of Education and 
the United States Office of Education to qualify as E.S.E.A. Title I 
project elementary schools. 
Middle Class.Socio-economic Status Schools--Those elementary 
schools which do not qualify as E.S.E.A. Title I project schools and 
whose pupils come from homes in which parents, for the most part, are 
middle class white-collar or professional workers and who emphasize 
higher aspirations for education, living standards, family living, 
mores, and recreation in life. 
Open Space Facilities--A school with open space facilities is any 
school with flexible, movable, or adjustable walls or a school without 
internal walls. 
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.Self-contained Classroom--In a self-contained classroom one teach-
er has the total responsibility. for an extended period of time for 
helping a group of children not only to acquire know-ledge,. skills, and 
facts, .but to interrelate these learnings and apply them in meaningful 
s i tua ti ohs. 
Abili t:Y Grouped Classroom--In schools where classrooms are organ-
ized under the ability grouping concept, children with similar poten-
tial or achievement are assigned .. to one teacher who directs the 
instructional program for the children of this group . 
. Nongraded Unit--In the nongraded classroom, one teacher is respon-
sible for the educational growth of a heterogeneous group of children 
in a self-contained classroom for an extended period of time, prefer-
ably two or three years, without established grade levels. 
Departmentalized Classroom--Under a departmentalized classroom 
organization, each teacher has the responsibility. for helping a number 
of groups of children acquire knowledge, skills, and facts in a.single 
area of the learning program . 
. Team Teaching--In team teaching two or more teachers are coopera-
tively responsible for the educational and guidance programs of a large 
group of children in one or mqre grade levels for at. least one year. 
These teachers are also responsible for group planning and evaluating. 
Major Assumptions 
For the purposes of this study the following assumptions will 
apply: 
1. Research involving only a response variable is valid because 
it.has the ability to describe and classify. 
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2 •. The perceptions of individuals living in an environment are a 
. source of valid descriptions• of that environment. 
3. _ . Behavior is a._ function of the transactional relationship 
,between the individual and.his environment. 
4. ·. Environment is considered .to .be :made up of perceived aspects 
which constitute a.probable stimulus for promoting particular individ-
·ual characteristics . 
. 5 .. School environments are measurable by the·Elementary,-School 
,Environment Survey. 
6 •. Children who have attended a school for one year or· longer 
can more accurately. assess an educational environment of a.school than 
children who have attended the school for less than a year • 
. 7.. If pupils agree, . by a consensus of two to one or greater,. that 
a statement is true, about their school, then that statement is charac-
teristic of the institution. 
8. Although this study anticipates that elementary school environ-
ments are different from one another_,_ it remains neutral with regard to 
determining whether the differences are desirable or undesirable • 
. Approach of the Study 
The general plan employed in. conducting the study-may be outlined 
as follows: 
1. A pilot study was conducted to validate ·written instructions 
to-teachers for administering the ESES. 
2. -S~hools selected to participate in the study were chosen by 
a random sample from all of the elementary schools:in the state of 
Oklahoma. 
3. The administrators of the schools selected were contacted by 
, letter and invited to participate in the study (Appendixes A and B). 
4 •. A cover letter endorsing.the study.was secured from the 
.· Oklahoma .. Association .of Elementary School1 Principals (Appendix O). 
5.- ·When·a .. reply·via a.prepaid postcard.(Appendix.D) was not 
received within two weeks of the·mailing, the-investigator mailed a 
.second letter-to the·schools (Appendix·E;). 
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6 .. When a.repl.y was not received within. two additional weeks 
after mailing the second letter,, the investigator mailed a.third letter 
(Appendixes: D and. F) and then telephoned the school. 
7. . A letter of acknowledgement was mailed to each school that 
accepted the invitation to·participate in the study (Appendixes G and 
.. H). 
8. The investigator mailed copies of the instrument, answer 
sheets,.and. instructions for their use to the selected elementary 
schools who ·agreed to participate in the study, (Appendixes· I, .. J,. K, 
.and L). 
9. All schools that returned completed:ESES answer sheets to ·the 
investigator were notified by mail that the profile of their education-
al environment would be sent to them in·September. (Appendi.xS). 
10. The responses of the pupils participating in the study were 
transferred to data cards by an IBM 1230 Optic Reader. 
· 11. The appropriate statistical analysis for a descriptive study 
was made of the data. 
· 12.. The treatment of the data gathered was to-· discqver the exist-
ence or nonexistence of measured differences in environments in rela-
tion.to.the selected variables, and to detect patterns in environments 
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existing among the selected schools as·they relate to the criteria 
identified. in the hypotheses. 
13. A final report of the information gathered was prepared. 
14. Information pertaining.to individual schools was sent to each• 
school participating in the study (Appendix M), The mean scores for 
each of the subenvironments of schools having identical characteristics 
to the individual school was also included with this information. The 
names of the schools with identical characteristics were not included. 
The information was marked "Privileged.Information.II since the 1:1chools 
had earlier been assured that identification of individual schools 
would not be a part of the study • 
. source of Data 
.. The procedure used. to collect the data used in the present study 
- is outlined as follows: 
1. _A forty-item instrument developed and copyrighted by Robert L . 
. Sinclair (1968) was used to collect data. Two-forms of the instrument 
; 
were used (Appendixes·! and.J). 
2. The data collected by the ESES were used to determine each 
pupii's perception of the educational environment of his or her school. 
3. The collective perceptions of the pupils towards the selected 
variables or subenvironments were used as the · source for describing 
the school environment. 
4,. Each school's score was determined by the number of statements 
that were judged. characteristic -of its environment. 
5. A School: Data; Sheet was used to collect seven basic identifi-
cation facts about each school (Appendix N). 
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De limitations 
For the purposes of 'this study the following delimitations applied: 
1 .. One hundred eleven schools out of a twenty percent random sam-
ple drawn from all of the elementary schools in the state of Oklahoma 
participated in the study. 
2. The pupil population was made up of children in grades five 
and six only. 
· 3 .. The analysis of pupils' perceptions. of their school was limit-
ed to replies·received on the Elementary,School Environment Survey, 
4. Statistical analysis of the data was made through the use of 
nonparametric statistics to test for statistical significance. 
Analysis of Data 
The nature of this study required the use·of the normative-survey 
. method of research. Good,. Barr, and Scates (1941, p. 287) state: 
l'Normative-survey research is directed toward ascertaining the prevail-
ing conditions. It seems to answer the question, 'What are the real 
facts with regard to the existing conditions?"' The following state-
ment by these same authorities was further justification for selecting 
the normative-survey meth0d: 
The word 'survey' indicates the gathering.of data regard-
ing current conditions. The word 'normative' is used because 
surveys are frequently made for the purpose of ascertaining 
what is the normal or typical conditions,. or practice .... 
The compound adjective 'normative-survey' is applied to this 
method in order to suggest the two closely related aspects of 
this kind of study. (Good, Barr, .Scates, 1941, p. 287) 
Statistical analysis of the data was made through the use of the 
Mann-Whitney U test for categories that were limited to two dimensions, 
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namely demographic features,.socio-economic composition, sex of school 
principal, and amount of open space facilities. The·formula.for the 
Mcl.nn-Whitney U test is (Siegel, 1956, p. 120): 
where R1 = sum of the ranks assigned to group whose sample size is n . 
. Statistical analysis for the data that was identified as having 
more than two dimensions~ namely, enrollment size, age range of teach-
ers, and organizational plans, was made through the use of the Kruskal-









~ - 3. (N + 1) 
n. 
J 
where k - number of samples 
nj = number of cases in jth sample 
N =En., the number of cases in all samples combined 
J . 
R. = sum of ranks in jth sample (column) 
J 
K 
[ directs one to sum over the k samples (columns). 
J=l 
The level of confidence was set at the .OS level for all the statisti-
cal analyses made of the data. 
Format for Succeeding Chapters 
Following this introductory chapter, Chapter II is devoted exclu-
sively to a review of research and literature pertinent to the present 
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study. Chapter III consists of a description of the procedures used in 
conducting the study and collecting the data. Chapter IV presents a 
statistical treatment of the data.collected .. Chapter V summarizes the 
entire study, presents the findings of the study and the conclusions 
drawn from them, and makes recommendations. 
CHAPTER·II 
REVIEW ~OF RELATED RESEARCH AND LITERATURE 
In Chapter I, the writer portrayed the need for research in the 
area of pupils' perceptions of the educational environments of the 
schools they attend and how these perceptions determine differing 
characteristics of schools with different educational environments. 
This second chapter focuses upon relevant research and literature in 
these areas •. Specific: areas of the problem are discussed. The areas 
include: perception, the value of pupils' perceptions, elementary 
school environ.ments, environments of other institutions, environmental 
press, and some characteristics of schools. The review of each area 
.includes actual research findings and views of authorities. 
Perception 
Earl Kelley (1947) reported on experiments at the. Hanover Insti-
tute which furnished laboratory proof of a number of visual facts 
which for a long time had been in the realm of conjecture and specula-
tion. The experiments demonstrated that we do not receive our percep-
tions from the things around us, but rather that our perceptions come 
from within us. 
More recently Kelley (1962) has said that "perception is the stuff 
of growth for the psychological self. The perceptive process is the 
only avenue by which the self can be fed." Kelley continues to 
identify the elements of perception by stating: 
One of the most revealing facts about perception is that 
it is selective. We do not see everything in our surround-
ings .... To perceive them (coincidences) all would cause 
pandemonium. We therefore choose that which the self feeds 
upon. The direction of the growth of the self depends upon 
those choices. 
The choices seem to be on the basis of experience and 
unique purpose .... There is ample evidence now to show 
that all. living tissue is purpose,. . , .. In perception, pur-
pose operates automatically most of the time. And so, just as 
we do·not eat everything, our psychological selves are partic-
ular as to what they feed on. What they take in.has to suit 
their purposes, and has to fit onto their past experiences. 
(Kelley, 1962, p. 14) 
Raths (1966, p. 9), in an attempt to elaborate on the meaning of 
the phrase "effective functioning" taken from the 1966 ASCD Yearbook 
Committee's question, "What is the relationship between curriculum 
experiences that youngsters receive in schools and the promotion of 
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their effective functioning?", identifies three relationships to real-
ity for an effectively functioning person .. One of the relationships 
is "perceptions of reality . 11 The following quotation clarifies his 
definition of the term. 
to be able to function effectively, a person's percep-
tions must be relatively free from need~distortion. Mental 
health specialists have felt for many years that 'correct' 
reality perception is a valid indicator of the effective 
functioning of an individual. However, the word 'correct' 
need not connote that there is one and only one correct per-
ception. Rather, it suggests that however a person perceives 
the world, there must be some data available to him that 
serve to support his perceptions. This dimension implies an 
openness to experience and a tolerance of instances that run 
counter to currently held beliefs and positions. (Raths, 
1966, p. 10) 
King and Kerber (1968), in their discussion of perception and 
attitude formation of the American child, considered four areas in 
which subcultural affiliation can significantly affect a child's per-
ceptions and attitudes: race awareness and prejudice, sex awareness, 
humor, and food preferences. Their conclusion was that young chil-
dren's attitudes seem to be shaped by their differing subcultural 
experiences • 
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. In a recent investigation involving thirty-seven Negro children 
and thirty white children of preschool age the relationship between 
race and perception of racially related stimuli was studied. The study 
involved.two stages: first, a normative study which compared white and 
Negro children's evaluations of assorted objects; second, an experiment 
to see whether or not good objects were associated with white stimuli 
and bad objects were associated with black stimuli. 
The data gathered in the study (Stabler,. 1969) supported the basic 
prediction that children would guess that the "good" objects were in 
the white box and that the "bad"· objects were in the black box. The 
evidence from the study further suggests that the racial attitudes of 
the larger society have been incorporated by preschool children of 
both races, but by white children more than by Negro children. 
The Value of Pupils 1 • Perceptions 
in the Educational Schema 
.An educational philosophy which embraces the belief that schools 
should be for children implies that what children think and perceive is 
important. This view of the purpose of schools seems to be gaining in 
acceptance. Casey and Liza Murrow(l97l) reflect it exactly in their 
recently published book telling about the inspired work of English 
Primary Schools in the apt title, Children Come First. 
There is much recent evidence in educational research to indicate 
that to limit what we know ~bout the reality. that exists in a classroom 
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is to limit what can be done to move in the direction of creating more 
optimum conditions for children both in the realm of learning and 
humaneness •. As·pointed out by,Stern (1970), there m~y be·some dispar-
ity between the perceived situation and.the·veridical one; .however, for 
the pupils themselves the perception is the reality. 
Other evidence to indicate that students' observations provide an 
accurate picture of the classroom environment is found in studies by 
Remmers (1963) and Ehman (1970) .. Steele, House, and Kerins (1970, p. 
448), working.with part of a large-scale evaluation of the state gifted 
program in Illinois,. took the following approach in the development of 
the Class Activities.·Questionnaire(CAQ): 
If social behavior, goals, attitudes, and interests are in 
large measure acquired through environmental conditioning, it 
would seem reasonable to identify the environmental press and 
structure the situation to be more congruent with the purposes 
of the· school. ·(Steele,, House, and Kerins, 1970, p. 448) 
The CAQ assesses four major dimensions of the instructional 
climate. The authors of the CAQ believe the students are in a much 
better position than the teacher to report on the emphasis actually 
given to various class activities. They also state: 
Moreover, .. the nature of the ins true tional climate depends in 
part on the way it is perceived by the students themselves. 
Not every student is an accurate observer; however, it is 
the consensus of student judgments that is of concern. 
(Steele, House, and Kerins, 1970, p. 448) 
Davis (1962) analyzed data from33,982 graduating seniors sampled 
from.135 American colleges and universities in terms.of campus differ-
ences in true climate of intellectualism and perceived climate of 
intellectualism. One of the five major conclusions listed for the 
study. wa·s that "The perceived value climate is directly related to the 
I true' value climate." (Davis,. 1962, p. 126) 
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Walberg (1963) employed a new measure, the Classroom Climate 
Questionnaire, in an attempt to assess the relationship between the 
teacher's personality and attitudes and their influence on the climate 
of the classroom. The conclusions of the study suggested several pre-
dictable relationships between teachers' personalities and classroom 
climates, which supported the hypothesis of the study,derived from the 
Getzels-Thelen socio-p1:1ychological theory. The hypothesis was "The 
personality patterns of the teacher, his needs, values, and attitudes, 
predict the climate of his classes . 11 From this Walberg makes the 
suggestions, which may seem to be flimsy to some, that one justifica-
tion for studying the classroom's climate as perceived by the pupils 
living in. that climate could be to "tell the personality pattern of the 
teacher." (Walberg, 1963, p. 167) 
Elementary School Environments 
Bloom (1964, p. 187) defines envirorunent as ."the conditions, 
forces, and external stimuli which impinge upon the individual. These 
mi:l,y be physical, social, as well as intellectual forces and conditions." 
The range of environments goes from the most immediate social interac-
tions to the more remote cultural and institutional forces •. Bloom 
regards the environment as providing a "network of forces and factors 
which surround, engulf, and play on the individual." He identifies 
some environmental variables which are most clearly related to differ-
\ 
ences in school achievement. They are likely to be the following) 
1. Meaning which education comes to have for one's personal 
advancement and role in society. 
2, Extent to which affection and reward are related to 
verbal-reasoning accomplishments. 
3. Encouragement of active interaction with problems, 
exploration of the environment, and the learning of new 
skills. (Bloom, 1964, p. 190) 
Ragan (1966, p. 195) defines· the term "classroom environment" as 
"those physical, intellectual, emotional, and social factors that 
directly affect living and learning in the classroom." 
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During the past decade there has been an upsurge.in the amount of 
research done on human environments. Most investigations designed to 
explain environments are centered on describing conditions and forces 
existing in homes, in colleges and universities, and to a more limited 
degree,. in secondary schools. Few of the investigations were directly 
concerned with the atmosphere of elementary schools. Investigations 
made from the vantage point of the child 1 s perceptions are almost non-
existing. 
Foshay (1970, p. 145), in relating what is obviously clear about 
the new educational institution emerging out of the chaos of the last 
quarter of this century, affirms that the new educational institution 
will be "devoted mainly, and primarily, to the development of valid 
grounds for self~respect among those who take part in it." The old 
cleavages between pupils and teachers will be less profound and people 
will ~nter into one another's lives in more dimensions than we have 
permitted conventionally .. Humanizing the environ..ment calls for allow~ 
ing human characteristics to interact. Foshay expresses it in the 
following manner: 
To be a man, we say, is to be complex. We interact with 
our environment in every human way, all the time. We think 
about it, we live in it, we feel about it, we socialize about 
it, we have aesthetic responses to it, we consider it with 
awe, and we, of course, interact with it physically. Each of 
us does all of these things in his own style. To be humane, 
therefore, is to allow for all of these characteristics to 
act at their most human level (or their least brutish level) 
' ' 
and to allow them to interact in ways that are unique to each 
person. (Foshay,. 1970, p. 147) 
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One study that measured psychological pressures created by aspects 
of the elementary school environment from the vanta,ge point of the 
child's perceptions was conducted by Berreman (1967). The study in-
valved the development of an instrument to measure the psychological 
pressures of the elementary school environment as perceived by respond-
ing students who had fifth grade reading ability. or better. 
The study involved a total of 897 students,. eighteen faculty mem-
bers of nine elementary. schools, and the ratings of seven observers. 
The data were processed through a multiple discriminant analysis pro-
gram on a CDC 3400 computer. The findings of the study.were that the 
instrument described the major environment of each school reliably and 
with validity. Five ,distinctly. different elementary school environ-
ments were described, and five types of mental health services that had 
been identified were each found to belong to distinct environmental 
types.- (Berreman, 1967). 
Another investigation.which used students 1 responses-to an instru-
ment was conducted by Glick (1970). A sixty-item Likert type attitude 
scale and a. "Naming Your Friends" sociometric instrument were adminis-
·tered .to pupils from fourteen sixth~grade classrooms representing nine 
schools within the Kansas City, .Missouri school district. An analysis 
of the data collected showed that: (1) Attitudes toward school were 
affected in unexpected ways by sex and socioeconomic status. (2) Inter-
personal attraction and similarity of attitudes were generally posi-
tively related. 
-Robert Sinclair (1970) reported on a study that describes various 
aspects of the elementary. school environment. The study had as its 
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purpose to identify. the educational environment of each of several 
schools and to analyze particular differences and patterns of commonal-
ity. existing among schools. The environment described was interpreted 
from the collective perceptions of students participating in the life 
of the school. What the students perceived with a high degree of con-
sensus was considered characteristic of the environment. 
Environments of Other Institutions 
Stricker (1970), because he recognized and appreciated the fact 
that the effects of higher education are intimately bound up with the 
environment for learning provided by the institution, surveyed in 
detail one college community, attempting to study the development of 
the views of the characteristics of the environment, and locating some 
correlates of these views. 
Eight hundred twenty-one students drawn from the entire undergrad-
uate population were included in the study. The two measuring instru-
ments employed in the project were the College Characteristics Index 
(CCI; Pace and Stern, 1958) and the Activities· Index (AI; Stern, Stein, 
and Bloom, 1956). The following quotation summarizes the objectives 
and results of the study. 
The AI was used to measure personality needs, scored on 
factors of intellectual orientation, dependent needs,. emotion-
al expression, and educability. The CCI was used to measure 
student views of the college environment, scored on factors 
of intellectual climate and nonintellectual climate. 
-Data analysis was completed in three states--(1) Respond-
ents were compared with nonrespondents on all possible cate-
gorical and quantitative variables to assess all possible 
sources of sampling bias, (2) The relationships among quanti-
tative variables were assessed by means of the Pearson 
product-moment correlation, and (3) Simple, randomized analy-
ses were performed on the relationships among all study 
variables. 
Results indicated that respondents were more likely to 
be females, freshmen, and sorority members, while nonrespond-
ents were more likely to be business majors and fraternity 
members. Males had higher intellectual orientation needs 
than females, and science majors held the highest intellectu-
al orientation needs •. Females had higher dependency needs 
and higher emotional expression needs. than males ... (Stricker, 
1964, p. l) 
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In Marks' study (1967) at Georgia Institute of Technology involv-
ing.570 freshmen the College and University Environment Scales (CUES) 
was used for assessing college student perceptions of their environ-
ment. The CUES is an instrument for obtaining a description of the 
college from the students themselves, who presumably know what the 
environment is like because they live in it and are a part of it, 
Many of the one hundred fifty items forming the CUES fall within 
the category of high response variability (fifty percent true and fifty 
percent false responses). Marks hypothesized that this variability is 
attributable to certain characteristics of the items and of the 
respondents. To test this notion the responses of the freshmen were 
related to four characteristics of the items, personality and motiva-
tional variables, and the students' reported familiarity with the 
college environment. 
Two item parameters and eleven personality and motivational 
factors were found to be related to item response and item variance. 
Environment familiarity and ambiguity were not related to item response 
and item variance (Marks, 1967). 
Anderson and Walberg (1967) in an investigation of the relation-
ship between emotional climate and learning, gave the Classroom Climate 
Questionnaire to random samples of students in forty-nine twelfth-grade 
physics classes from all parts of the country. The Classroom Climate 
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Questionnaire was correlated with the Test on Understandin.g Science, 
a Physics Achievement Test, and.the.Semantic·Differeatial for. Science 
Students. A twenty-five percent random sample of each class took the 
Classroom Climate Questionnaire while a fifty percent random sample 
took the·other three tests. 
Classes with high gains in Science Understanding were perceived 
by the students as containing more frictions, strict control, personal 
intimacy, goal direction, and. subservience than classes having low 
,gains. Learning situations were seen as those having intense interac-
tion between teacher and students with the class being well organized 
and controlled by the teacher but where students were free to question 
and. learn in a relatively inforl\1al atmosphere • 
. The authors concluded that despite the unreliabilities of the 
climate predictors, the sampling inadequacies, and the preliminary 
nature of their study, 
.. we suspect that since students are the primary receiv-
ers of psychological influence·from their teacher and fellow 
students, they are more adept at perceiving,. judging, and 
rating those multivariate aspects of the socio-emotional 
climate of their classes which make for their own learning • 
. . . If similar results are obtained on replications of the 
present research series ..• it.will be possible to-explore 
further the manner in which classroom climate leads to differ-
ent learning outcomes •. (Anderson and Wal.berg,. 1968, p. 178) 
A recent study using student perceptions was that carried out by 
Tuckman.(1970) .. The purpose of the study was to develop a.conceptually 
"pure," valid, .and reliable measure of teacher directiveness. The 
instrument constructed is the Student Perception of Teacher Style 
(SPOTS). It is a.thirty-two item, nine-point student rating scale. 
The rationale for the·need for the instrument is in the argument that 
for mass research, the utility of the "sign" or behavior count methods 
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is questioned due to the elaborate time sampling, the construction of 
matrices, and scoring ~ystems requiring highly trained observers and 
countless.hours of classroom observation. 
The sample used in the study consisted of twenty-two eleventh and 
twelfth-grade male teachers from two vocational-technical high schools, 
twelve of.which taught vocational subjects and ten of which taught non-
vocational subjects. ·Each had at least five years of teaching experi-
ence .. Three hundred sixty-three male eleventh- and twelfth-grade 
vocational-technical high school students completed the.SPOTS. 
In addition, each of the twenty=two cooperating teachers was 
observed by two trained observers for a minimum of two class sessions 
and .was rated on two observer rating scales. The scales used were the 
Observer Rating Scale, which consisted of nineteen items paralleling 
the SPOTS in content and form, and the Teacher·Style Checklist, a scale 
composed of twenty items which required trained observers to make one 
of three judgments. After this treatment a revised SPOTS was con-
structed (Tuckman, 1970) . 
. Over..,all, the SPOTS appeared to satisfy the five criteria suggest= 
ed by Remmers for judging the adequacy of student rating scales. 
The scale showed (a) objectivity, iLyielded verifiable 
and reproducible data; (b) reliability,. it was consistent 
over judges; (c) sensitivity,. it discriminated between 
teachers and teaching styles; (d) relevance, .it was related 
to the construct of directiveness (as evidenced by its rela-
tion to the ORS and further strengthened by· the factor 
analysis); (e) utility,. it was high in efficiency and practi-
cality. (Tuckman, 1970, p. 396) 
The concept of directive teaching used in the study was defined 
as formal planning and structuring of course work, minimization of 
informal work or small group work, and rigid structuring of such small 
group work as is employed. 
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Environmental Press 
The term."press" was defined by H. A .. Murray (1938, p. 748) in the 
glossary of his book as: 
The kind of effect an object or situation is exerting or 
could exert upon the subject~ . It is a.temporal gestalt of 
stimuli·which usually appears in the guise of a threat of 
harm or promise of benefit to the organism. 
Murray is credited with the identification of the concept of environ-
mental press (Feldman,. 1971;. Pace and. Stern, 1958;, Steele, . House, and 
Kerins, 1971). The term was developed out of the concept that every-
thing that can supposedly harm or benefit the well-being of an organism 
may be considered pressive, and everything else .!.!!ill· Murray (1938, 
p. 118) stated that the conception of press came to him and others 
rather late in the course of their explorations in personality. _Murray 
further stated: 
.Suffice it to say that one can profitably analyze an·environ-
ment, .a social group, or an institution from the point of 
view of what press it applies or offers to the individuals 
that live within or belong to it •... Furthermore, human 
beings, in general or in particular, can.be studied from the 
standpoint of what beneficial press are available to them and 
what harmful press they customarily encounter .. (Murray, 1938, 
p. 120) . 
In a recent article by Steele, House, and Kerins (1971) reporting 
on an instrument developed for assessing instructional climate through 
low-inference student judgements,. instructional climate was defined as 
"An aspect of environmental press defined by the characteristic demands 
of the classroom environment as perceived by the students to whom they 
are directed." Stated differently, they said the environmental press 
was composed of the "strengths and relationships of characteristic 
stresses,. pressures, rewards, and other influences of the environment." 
(Steele, House, and Kerins, 1971, p. 453) 
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·stern;.Stein, andBloom (1956) elaborated the·environmental press 
concept.by applying it to assessment studies and showing that an im-
·provement in .the prediction of performance was possible by defining the 
psychological demands of the situation in which the performance takes 
place. The College Characteristics Index.(CCI) developed by. Pace·and 
Stern (19~7) applied the concept of environmental press to college 
atmospheres •• Pace and_ Stern. (1958). in an article considering the idea 
that college cultures may be seen as a complex of environmental press, 
have stated.that the term"press" can be regarded as a general label 
for stimulus, treatment,_or process variables. There was no develop-
·ment in the objective measurement of environmental press prior·to their 
research in 1957 (Pace and Stern,, 1958). Recognizing that college stu-
dents and college environments differ,_ they have stated, "The concept 
of press offers a way of viewing the environment which is comparable 
analytically and synthetically to the more familiar ways of dealing 
with the individuaL" (Pace and Stern,. 1958, p. 274) 
Pace, in research concerning an analysis of a nation-wide sample 
of college environments, indicated that institutions of higher educa-
tion differ considerably from one another when measured along the envi-
ronmental variables labeled scholarship, community, practicality, pro-
priety, and awareness. (Sinclair,. 1969b) .. These five environmental 
variables are the subenvironments assessed by the College and Univer-
sity Environment Scales (CUES) developed by Pace (1965) ... Sinclair 
(196~) makes the same assumptions about the environmental variables of 
scholarship, community, .practicality, propriety, and awareness, in the 
modified statements taken from the CUES in developing theElementary 
·_ School Environment Survey (ESES). 
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Feldman (1971), in a study which measured college environments, 
contended that a problem with CCI and CUES hinges on the fact that many 
of the items of these instruments ask for the students' perceptions of 
aggregative characteristics of the student body rather than each stu-
dent's own feelings. He states that for some of the characteristics, 
it is possible that students merely report rumors, engaging in wish 
fulfillment, or stereotyping •. Feldman (1971, p •. 55) further states: 
.The important point, however, is that from scores on 
CCI and CUES alone one is not able to differentiate fictions 
from nonfi.c.:tions, nor is one ab le to discern the extent to 
which public belief and private behavior are discrepant. 
Murray. (1938, p. 122) addresses himself to this criticism when he 
states: 
In identifying press ~e have found it convenient to 
distinguish between 1, .the alpha press, which is the press 
that actually exists, as far as scientific inquiry can 
determine it; and 2, the beta press, which is the subject's 
own interpretation of the phenom~na that he perceives. 
The beta press, of course, is the determinant of 
behavior, since if a child believes that a situation signi-
fies a certain thing .it will be this conception that will 
operate rather than what psychologists believe the situation 
signifies. This has encouraged analysts to say that the 
actual (alpha) conditions do not matter •. It is the child's 
version that is all important. 
Thistlewaite (1959), in a .. study of college press and student 
achievement, administered the CCI to nine hundred sixteen National 
Merit Scholars and Certificate of Merit winners at thirty-six colleges • 
. In reporting his findings, he listed three different kinds of press: 
Student Press, Faculty Press, and College Press. The summary of his 
findings suggests that the college environment is an important deter-
minant of the student's motivation to seek advanced intellectual 
training. Also, the student cultures and faculty press which stimulate 
achievement in the natural sciences appear to differ from those which 
stimulate achievement in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. 
Characteristics o.f Schools 
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,One of the purposes of the present study was to determine if 
characteristics of schools such as size, socio-economic composition, 
demographic features, sex of principal, age of teachers, organizational 
plans, and open space facilities influence the perceptions pupils have 
about their school. 
A review of selected sources of information pertaining to these 
aspects of educational environment as perceived by pupils appeared to 
be new to descriptive literature" However, according to Appleberry 
(1969), much research investigating the relationships between school 
climate and other school variables has been spawned by the development 
of the Organization Climate Description Questionnaire (OCDQ) by Halpin 
and Croft (1963). They identified and described eight dimensions of 
school climate;. four of the dimensions involve the behavior of the 
principal, and four of the dimensions involve the behavior of the 
teachers. 
Halpin (1967) proposed that socioeconomic factors may be related 
to school climate. He gave high population density, low socio.:.economic 
status of school clientele, problems of racial "mix" or "unroix," and 
the fact that the schools are usually members of a large school system 
as some of the possible situational factors that explain the school 
climate. 
An investigation by Anderson (1964) was made to discern if there 
were any relationships between the organizational climate of elementary 
schools and selected personal variables of the principals. Organiza-
tional climate was defined as the "personality" of the school and was 
measured by the.OCDQ. 
A sample of eighty-one schools was drawn from a population of 
elementary schools in the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area. All profes-
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. sional staff members completed the .• OCDQ and the principals also com-
pleted the sixteen.PF Questionnaire, Study of Values,.and a,biographi-
cal inventory. Relationships between organizational climate dimensions 
and personal.variables were analyzed using correlation coefficients, 
.ANOVA, .and Chi-square techniques. Teachers' and principals' percep-
tions of climate were analyzed using ."t" tests (Anderson, 1964). The 
findings,. conclusions, or implications of Anderson's study, while it 
presented many significant relationships, failed to be of value in 
their relationships to the hypothesis of the present study, 
Cole (1965),.in another study using the Organization Climate 
Description Questionnaire and factors of communication, compared school 
size to these factors. The conclusion reached was that schools which 
ranged from two to four teachers per age level probably represent the 
most nearly optimum sized schools as far as organizational climate is 
concerned. 
Brust (1966) concluded from his study .that the school organization 
does have an effect upon teachers and that the organization must be 
thought of in terms of a total unit of interdependent dimensions and 
not as a number of discrete, autonomous parts. A search of recent 
research for studies dealing with school organization and its effects 
on pupil perception was not fruitful. 
The ASCD takes the stand in the 1962 Yearbook that the organiza-
tion of the school does make a difference if creative experiences in 
children are to be facilitated. 
The buildings, their type Of construction, location and 
size are highly influential factors for openness which affect 
creativeness ...• Flexible, movable, adjustable walls m~y 
add different dimensions to new ways of organizing classroom 
settings for creative learning. This will 'facilitate all 
types of group work, , but at the same time it should provide 
a place for the student I to get away from :j.t all.' (Combs, 
1962, p. 162) 
There appears to be a significant difference among parents of 
different socio-economic status and how the parents relate to their 
children, especially in terms of the function of education in the 
child's life as perceived by the parent. It may be expected that 
adults of low socio-economic status will be primarily concerned with 
keeping the family fed, clothed, and housed, and therefore education 
will be relegated to a secondary position (Kluckhohn, 1947). 
Bell (1962, p. 143) said that, 
Frequently in the lower classes there is a feeling of 'inevi-
tability' of class position with corresponding beliefs that 
the young person should make the best of the situation rather 
than trying to change it. · Education beyond that of the family 
class level may be seen as hopeless or a waste of time. 
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The intensity of interest in education by different socio-economic 
status groups may be judged in the light of the needs satisfied. 
Maslow (1954) defined five basic needs of humans. At the lowest level 
are the physiological needs. Next are needs for safety, then belonging 
and love, above these is the need for esteem, and the highest level is 
that of self-actualization (Goble, 1970). These needs form a Guttman 
scale. This means that, in order for a need to .be realized, all levels 
of needs below that must first be satisfied. Parents in the lower 
socio-economic levels may never get beyond satisfying the first need 
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· level. . There may be times when they do not satisfactorily meet even 
the first level needs • 
. In contrast, the middle and upper socio•economic status parents are 
more concerned with the third,. four th, and fifth• levels in .Maslow' s 
taxonomy of needs.· .Rosen (1956) stated that because the middle class 
parent values education more highly than the lower class parent, 
II parental demands and expectations, as well as rewards and pun-
ishments,. will center around school performance." He also suggested 
that children in the middle class are likely to actually, be taught to 
be·successful: 
••. to embrace the achievement value system which states 
that given the willingness to work hard, plan and make proper 
sacrifices, an individual should be able to manipulate his 
environment so as to ensure eventual success .. (Rosen, 1956, 
p. 211) 
A study that investigated the relationship between the organiza-
tional climate of the elementary school and three of. the same variables 
stated in the present study's hypothesis was conducted by Flanders 
(1966). The three variables are (l) rural or urban·location of the 
school, (2) size of the school faculty, .and (3) length of individual 
teacher tenure in the school. 
The OCDQ was administered to·the faculty members of each school 
selected for the study. The final sample included two hundred fourteen 
participating schools and 3,913 teachers. Chi-square analysis revealed 
that the null hypothesis was untenable in eighteen of the twenty-seven 
sample and sub-sample determinations. (Flanders,. 1966) . 
. Flanders listed the following as being some of the more important 
findings of the study: 
1, Urban white and rural white faculties perceived the 
organizational climate of their schools as being sig-
nifican~ly different. 
2. The faculties of rural Negro and urban Negro schools did 
not perceive the organizational climate of their schools 
as being significantly. different. 
3. In the sub-sample of urban white schools, .there were sig-
nificant differences between the perceptions of the 
faculties of large and small schools regarding the organi-
zational climate of their schools. 
4, White and Negro faculties differed significantly in their 
perception of the organizational climate of their schools. 
5. In the sub-sample of white teachers, there was a signifi-
cant relationship between the length of teacher tenure in 
the school and the teacher's perception of the organiza-
tional climate of the school. (Flanders, 1966) 
Summary 
A review of· educational environments research and views has lead 
to the identification of various aspects of environments. The common 
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aspect of all the material reviewed was the perceptions of the individ-
ual who lived in the various environments. Bloom (1964) stated that 
the environment provided a network made up of forces and factors which 
surround, engulf, and play on the individual. 
Much of the research dealing with educational environments relat= 
ing to human perceptions were carried out in settings other than the 
elementary school. Yet, as Kelley (1947) stated,. "Perception is the 
stuff of growth for the psychological self", these studies have rele= 
vance to the present research. 
Research pertaining to the characteristics of size of school, 
socio=economic composition, demographic features, sex of principal, age 
range of teachers, organizational plans, and open space facilities as 
they relate to educational environments as perceived by pupils is new 
to descriptive literature. 
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The overwhelming majority of the research reviewed was concerned 
with the concept of "press." Most of the studies used the term and 
most others alluded to the concept. The term II press" was first defined 
by H, A. Murray in 1938. 
CBAPTER III 
PROCEDURE AND·METHOD 
The purposes of this study were to assess the educational environ-
ments existing in schools as the pupils who lived in that environment 
perceived it and to determine if environmental differences exist among 
groups of schools with differing characteristics of enrollment size, 
demographic features, socio-economic composition, sex of principal, 
age of teachers, organizational plans, and open space facilities. 
The requirements of this study were fulfilledby collecting data 
from fifth and sixth grade pupils in one hundred ten Oklahoma elemen-
tary schools by having them respond to an instrument consisting of 
forty statements depicting elementary school reality and by having the 
principals of each school complete a School Data Sheet which listed the 
seven characteristics of all schools that were a concern of this study. 
Selection of the Instruments 
.Selection of the ESES 
The data for the study pertaining to the educational environment 
as the pupils perceived it were gathered through use of the Elementary 
School Environment Survey, an instrument developed and copyrighted by 
Robert.L. Sinclair (1968). Sinclair (1969a) later used the instrument 




The. Elementary School1.Environment Survey was adapted from the 
College and University Environment Scales (CUES) developed by Pace 
(1965). The ESES consists of statements about elementary schools. 
These statements about the instruction, curricula, rules and regula-
tions, teachers, pupils, and other features of school life are used to 
describe the environment as pupils view it. There are statements for 
each of five variables. The variables are Practicality, Community, 
Awareness;. Propriety, and Scholarship. 
There are two forms of the instrument, Forro A-Sc and Forro B-Sc. 
Each form is composed of forty statements which the pupil reacts to 
by marking each statement true if the sentence tells the way things 
usually are in his school. The pupil is to mark the sentence false if 
the sentence tells things that do not usually happen in his school. 
Time required to complete the instrument is approximately twenty 
minutes. 
Creat~ng.the.ESES 
The preliminary instrument, developed by Sinclair (1968), con-
sisted of one hundred forty statements. One hundred twenty-five of the 
statements, Sinclair adopted from CUES. The other fifteen statements 
were opposite or similar to screened CUES statements. The statements 
were complimentary to the definitions of the corresponding environmen-
tal variables. The statements were distributed across four forms. 
A single form consisted of seven statements for each of the five 
variables. 
Sinclair (1968) conducted a preliminary test of the ESES in four 
schools having different demographic characteristics, . Four persons 
.administering thesESES watched for the reported possible undesirable 
influences of variance in student responses. The administrators were 
alerted. to such potential influences as administration technique, 
instruction readability, student attention span, and student anxiety. 
Results of their observations showed that the ESES was free from 
undesirable influences. 
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As a result of the pretest,. twenty statements considered potenti-
ally valuable for discriminating between schools were selected and then 
placed in each of four ESES forms along with randomly assigned state-
ments from those remaining. Thus, a single form consisted of eight 
statements for each of the five environ.mental variables, or a total of 
forty statements ·(Sinclair, 1968). 
In correspondence with Robert Sinclair to obtain permission to use 
the ESES, he stated that the two,forms, Form A-Sc and Form B-Sc, are 
currently being used in elementary schools across the country.· , Each 
form consists of forty different statements .. By administering each 
form to one .... half of the pupils. in each classroom,. the five environ.men-
tal variables have a total of sixteen statements which correspond to 
its description. This revision has a level of confidence that will 
allow statements to be made about the nature of the environments of the 
schools to be assessed. 
Content Validity of theESES 
Sinclair's instrument used in this study is an adaptation of the 
. instrument used by Pace (1965) in his studies of college and university 
environments. Pace, in a rigorous analysis of the psychometric proper= 
ties of the College and University Environment Scales, found that the 
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substance or content of the measure is representative of the environ-
ment being considered. This suggests that the instrument can be judged 
to have a high degree of content validity (Sinclair, 1968). 
The same environmental dimensions and essentially the same state-
ments employed by Pace's instrument constitute the ESES .. Also the 
findings of the preliminary testing of ESES support the relevance of 
the relationship between the statements and the measured environmental 
variables. Therefore the instrument is judged to have adequate content 
validity (Sinclair, 1968). 
Construct Validity of theESES 
Construct validity. is concerned with the degree of relationship 
between a defined construct or theory and measures of other identifi-
able features. Pace found that the correlations between CUES and other 
institutional data were supportive of associations one might expect. 
Sinclair reached the conclusion from such associations that the theory 
employed in CUES is backed by a good deal of construct validity and 
therefore, to a limited degree, the ESES also shows construct validity. 
School·scores on the Halpin-Croft Organizational Climate Q,_uestion-
naire were correlated with the ESES scores. The construct validity 
data consisting of Pearson product-moment correlations between ESES 
scores and Halpin-Croft scores are reported in Table! (page 40). Cor-
relations significant at or beyond the .05 level are underlined (Sinc-
clair, 1968). Sinclair concluded that the results presented only 
approach confirming the construct validity of the instrument. 
Halpin-
TABLE. I 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ESES SCORES AND HALPIN-CROFT 
ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE SCORES* 
ESES Scores 
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Croft Practi- Aware- Scholar-
Scores cali ty Community ness Propriety ship 
Open .21 . 35 .04 . 02 -.03 
Autonomous .08 .23 .29 .11 .01 
Controlled -.49 ~.66 .02 .00 -.13 
Familiar .55 .80 .10 .10 .08 
.Paternal .34 .59 -.02 .27 .27 
Closed -.27 -.32 - . 09 - .04 .02 
N = 16. 
(Underlined coefficients are significant at p <.OS) 
* NOTE: Reprinted from "Elementary School Educational Environments: 
Measurement of Selected Variables of Environmental Press" by Robert L. 
Sinclair, Ed.D., 1968. 
Reliability of the ESES 
Because of the low variance in a distribution of scores within a 
given institution by design of the ESES, it was not possible to esti-
mate reliability for a single institution. It was possible to plot a 
distribution of scores obtained from different schools. The variance 
of the distribution of the different schools was computed to arrive at 
a Kuder-Richardson reliability estimate (Sinclair, 1968). The mean 
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scores, the standard deviations, and the Kuder-Richardson reliability 
estimates computed according to Formula 21 are shown in Table II. The 
reliabilities are uniformly high for Community, Awareness, and Propri-
ety. Practicality and Scholarship have only moderate reliability 
scores. 
Variable 
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NOTE: Reprinted from "Elementary School Educational Environments: 
.Measurement of Selected Variables of Environmental Press" by Robert L. 
Sinclair, Ed.D., 1968. 
Interc.orrelation of ESES Scores 
The relationships among the variables can be shown by the inter-
correlations of variable scores, according to Sinclair. The Practical-
ity score has a relatively strong positive relationship of .65 with the 
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Community score and a·• low positive relationship of .13 with the Pro-
priety scores. There a.re moderate relationships between Community and 
Propriety·(.48), Awareness and Propriety (.42), and Propriety and 
Scholarship (,41), Although all of the variables have positive corre-
· lations with each other, only one correlation is significant beyond the 
.05 level. Thus, the intercorrelation of school scores suggests an 
over-all pattern or relationships among environmental variables, yet 
there is still opportunity for divergence on each variable. 
Contextual Patterns of Environments 
Identified by ESES·Data 
Schools scoring highest and lowest on an ESES variable have cer-
tain substantive commonality that represent an environmental pattern. 
This analysis was accomplished by examining .the statements of ins ti tu-
tions having standard z score values near or greater than a positive 
1.00 for a particular variable and'the statements of schools having 
standard z score values near or less than a negative 1.00 for the same 
variable. 
The findings of contextual patterns for top-scoring institutions 
indicate that the environmental characteristics were always true of the 
schools scoring highest on the variables and were seldom true of the 
schools scoring.lowest. Also, it was noted that in all cases the 
statements describing the characteristics of the environments in top-
scoring schools were relevant to the construe t of the complimentary 
variable, In an indirect way, this suggests that the variables indeed 
measure what they are designed to measure. 
School Envir.onmemt ·Patterns Across 
Variables-Identified by·ESES Data 
Sorting out environments common to small clusters of schools by 
. constructing profiles of the schools scoring highest and the schools 
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scoring lowest on each variable made it possible for Sinclair to iden-
tify and·describe seven distinct patterns in the educational atmos-
phere. However, he concluded that a sample of only sixteen elementary 
schools is not sufficient to identify major environmental patterns with 
much confidence. Sinclair (1969b) describes the environmental patterns 
as follows: 
First, there is a set of elementary schools concerned 
with Practicality, somewhat scholarly, and more rebellious 
than proper. Another group of institutions is also.high on 
Practicality, .They differ from the first pattern in that 
they are· typically very warm and accepting -and have a higher 
score on Propriety. A third pattern is characterized by 
· schools that have a strong emphasis on student conformity and 
politeness but relatively little concern for organization, 
supervision, and control. The fourth pattern consists of 
schools scoring high on academic rigor and having very little 
concern for Practicality. Schools scoring low on Scholarship 
and Practicalit;~ form the fifth pattern. The sixth pattern 
is characterized by schools that score very low on Awareness 
and are rebellious. And the seventh pattern is composed of 
schools that a.re clearly cold, unaware, and rebellious insti-
tutions. These patterns are not complete or all-inclusive. 
Yet, the educational climates are representative of patterns 
of many elementary schools across the country . 
. Construction of the School Data Sheet 
In order to fulfill the requirements of this study it was neces-
sary to determine for each school participating in the study: the sex 
of the principal; whether it was located in arural or urban setting; 
if it was designated as an E.S.E.A. Title I school or not; the size of 
enrollment; the age range which best described the average age of the 
· fifth and sixth grade teachers; if the internal walls were permanent, 
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movable, or non-existing; and which of five different organizational 
plans best described the fifth and sixth .grade classrooms •. It was also 
,necessary. to know the number of fifth and sixth grade teachers and 
fifth and sixth grade pupils for each school. The investigator was 
concerned that this information be as accurate as possible and at the 
same time require a minimum amount of time on the part of school offi-
cials to submit. It was thus decided to construct the School Data 
Sheet to serve this function (Appendix N). 
Pilot Study 
A pilot study was carried out in three elementary schools for the 
purpose of verifying written instructions to teachers for administering 
the· Educational Schools Envirorl..lnental Survey. Because the. ESES was to 
be administered by the classroom teachers in the study, it was neces-
sary to develop instructions to supplement the ones included with 
Sinclair's instrument. 
Permission to conduct a pilot study was granted by the research 
committee of Unified School District 259 in Wichita, .Kansas and ar-
rangements were made with the. building principals of the three schools 
involved. The procedures which were anticipated as those to be used 
in the main study were employed in the pilot study. The instructions 
to teachers (Appendix O), survey booklets (Appendix P), answer sheets 
(Appendix Q), along with special instructions for Wichita teachers 
(Appendix R) were mailed to the schools using the services of the 
Central Mailing Services of Oklahoma State University. 
Allowing two weeks as adequate time for the mailed materials to 
be received and the ESES administered to the pupils in the pilot 
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schools, the principal investigator drove to Wichita to conduct inter-
views with the teachers at each school. The three schools selected for 
the.pilot study.differed in characteristics of size of enrollment, 
socio-economic composition, age range of teachers, and organizational 
plans. 
As a result of the feedback from the fifth and sixth grade teach-
ers interviewed in the preliminary study, the instructions to teachers 
for administering the Educational School Environmental Survey were com-
pletely reworked and minor changes made in both the instructions to 
pupils and answer sheets. The required time of approximately twenty 
minutes required to complete the instrument as stated by the author of 
the ESES was also confirmed. 
The major changes made in the instructions to teachers included 
changing the sequence of information presented, adoptions of a more 
readable format and consolidation of instructions needed by the teacher 
to one sheet. As a result of the pilot study improvements were made in 
instruction to teachers (Appendix L), survey booklet (Appendixes I and 
J), and answer sheet (Appendix K). 
Two changes that were incorporated into the final forms of the 
materials used resulted from negotiating with Dr. Robert Sinclair to 
obtain permission to have his copyrighted instrument printed by the 
Oklahoma State University Printing Service. Sinclair's major concern 
was controlling the future circulation of the instrument so that he 
would be able to monitor research using theESES. Control was insured 
by having each copy of the· ESES numbered and by adding a notice in the 
teacher's instructions to return all copies of the ESES to the princi-
pal investigator with the completed answer sheets, 
Dr. Sinclair was most kind in granting permission to have the 
instrument printed at Oklahoma State University to facilitate the 
prompt mailing and to save on mailing cost. He also supplied the 
scoring keys so that the data could be analyzed, 
Designing the ESES Booklet 
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Snelling.(1969) devised a personalized approach for the collection 
of data by questionnaire in the hopes that at least ninety percent of 
1,452 recent liberal arts graduates dispersed about the world would 
respond to his request for information, Based on his review of other 
studies on questionnaire construction and the improvement of response, 
Snelling concluded that "Best results were obtained when questionnaires 
were physically attractive, relatively short, and designed with the 
respondent clearly in mind." (Snelling, 1969, p. 126) 
Using Snelling's recommendation as a guideline, after permission 
was obtained from Robert Sinclair to reproduce the ESES at Oklahoma 
State University, this writer went to the Public Information Department 
for assistance in designing a booklet that was attractive, short, and 
had the respondents in mind. A decision was made to have an artist 
design an attractive cover that would appeal to.fifth and sixth grad-
ers. It was also decided that a high speed printing press would be 
used for printing the booklet. This made it possible to reduce in size 
the print, thereby gaining more open space and readability. The number 
of pages required to reproduce the forty statements was shortened from 
three mimeographed pages to only one printed page. 
The pilot study brought to attention the need to make some changes 
in the spacing and physical appearance of the last part of Sinclair's 
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"Instructions to Students." Form Sc-A and Form Sc-B have the same 
artistic title cover and instructions. to students (Appendixes I and J). 
Selection of Schools 
The selection of·elementary schools participating in this study 
. were taken .from the·Oklahoma Educational Directory issued by Scott 
Tuxhorn (1970), .State Superintendent of Public Instruction, which con-
tains the names of all the cities and villages in Oklahoma employing as 
many as three teachers, together with the names of the superintendents 
and school principals along with other information. It was decided 
that a random sample equaling to twenty percent of all the schools 
listed in the directory would be drawn. The names of the schools drawn 
then comprised the list of schools contacted to participate in the 
study. 
The Selection Proc.e.ss 
In the selection process, the numerals 1 through 1,160 were 
matched in sequential order with the names of elementary schools, The 
schools are listed in alphabetical order by county in the directory. 
The seventy-seven counties are also arranged in alphabetical order. 
These numerals were then drawn from a container, under the supervision 
of committee member Dr. Elsom, until a total of two hundred thirty=two 
or twenty percent of 1,160 schools had been selected. For example, the 
first numeral selected was 1,003, corresponding to a school in Tulsa 
County. 
The schools identified by this selection process were then listed 
in alphabetical order and assigned a code number in sequential order 
using the numerals 101 through 332. The code number was used to make 
it possible for the computer to store information.by school and. to 
identify each school's correct mailing address. 
Notification of Schools 
The administrators of the schools selected were contacted by 
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· letter (Appendix A) and invited to participate in the study. A copy 
of the letter of invitation and other information explaining.the study 
(Appendix B), in addition to being sent to each building principal, 
were mailed to the superintendents of each school that had their name 
listed in the educational directory. Both mailings were made at the 
same time. A cover letter from the Oklahoma Association of Elementary 
. School Principals (Appendix C), endorsing the study, was obtained and 
accompanied the letter to each administrator. Also enclosed in the 
mailing was a self-addressed, postage-paid postcard (Appendix D) which 
was returned by the administrators who agreed to have their schools 
participate in the study. The card included a place to indicate the 
number of classrooms of fifth and sixth graders in the school and the 
total enrollment of these classes . 
. Upon receipt of a postcard from a school indicating a willingness 
to participate in the study, the necessary number of the instrument of 
assessment were mailed to the school .. Instructions for each teacher 
(Appendix L) who administered the instrument in his or her classrooII]. 
were also included along with self-addressed, postage-paid mailing 
containers so that the completed ESES answer sheets could be returned 
to the principal investigator with no additional work being required 
of the classroom teacher. 
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·_ Follow-up Letters 
The initial letter sent to all school principals and superintend-
ents when applicable was mailed during the first week of March,, 1971. 
At that times it was anticipated that the study.would _be conducted later 
·· in the month •. Before the two-week waiting period prior to mailing out 
a follow-upletter expired,_it became necessary to reschedule the study 
. foi;- .May. Therefore, the first follow-up letter (Appendix El) was not 
mailed until the-middle of April •. If no response was received in 
twelve days after ·sending the first follow-up letter, a second follow-
up letter was mailed to the schools (Appendix F). 
An attempt was made by, telephone to reach the principals of 
schools who had not mailed back a response by. the middle of May._ In 
total,. one hundred fifty-four schools were mailed survey. booklets. 
Each of these schools had given an affirmative reply to the invitation 
to participate in the-Educational Environments·of Elementary- Schools in 
Oklahoma, either by mail or telephone. 
Collecting and Reporting the.Data 
Upon receiving the unscored answer sheets, the investigator con-
tracted to have the raw data transferred to data processing cards by an 
IBM 1230 optic reader. Although all pupils in a room were given the 
ESES to remove any anxiety that might be created if only part of the 
class was asked to react to the instrument, only the responses of 
pupils who had attended the school for one year or longer were scored 
and counted in the tabulation of data. 
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Although children within a given school may differ in what they 
perceive to be characteristic of an environment, the atmosphere in 
general can be described by a composite of these beliefs and expressed 
as a raw score for the school. The data analyzed in this study were 
expressed as standard score equivalents for the five variable raw 
scores of the selected elementary schools .. The measured diversity 
of the environment was the main concern of the study. The individual 
scores were not analyzed, but rather the total quantitative environment 
was measured. 
The results of the ESES were summarized in terms of variable 
scores for each school. A school's total z scores for practicality, 
connnunity, awareness, propriety, and scholarship were computed, then 
converted to percentiles. This information was expressed in profile 
form so differences across all variables could be considered. 
Organization of the Data 
Individual schools were grouped together according to population, 
demographic features, socio-economic composition, sex of principal, age 
of teachers, organizational plans, and amount of open space facilities 
in order to undergo the analysis of inspection and interpretation of 
measured environmental differences and trends to confirm or reject the 
hypotheses. 
Two types of environmental differences were examined" First, 
descriptions and tests of significance of the environmental differences 
on individual variables were made. Second, environmental differences 
existing across all variables were examined. 
CHAPTER. IV 
ANALYSIS AND TREATMENT. OF DATA 
Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of dataobtained from investiga-
tional procedures described in Chapter III. The data gathered were 
used for the primary purpose of assessing the educational environments 
of selected elementary schools in Oklahoma as perceived by the fifth 
and sixth grade pupils who live in that environment, to determine if 
there is any significant difference in these schools when grouped 
together according to the characteristics described in the hypotheses 
of this study. The hypotheses stated in the null form were given in 
Chapter I, page 6. 
The data were collected through the use of two instruments. One 
instrument, the School. Data Sheet, was constructed by the writer. The 
major instrument, the Elementary School Environment Survey (ESES), was 
developed by Dr. Robert L. Sinclair (1968). The data collected by the 
ESES were tabulated and interpreted from raw scores by the same proced-
ures used by Sinclair in a .. study to assess the educational climate of 
elementary schools in Massachusetts (1969a). The rationale, purpose, 
and description of the ESES were presented in Chapter III. The analy-
sis, treatment, and interpretation of data collected by the School Data 
Sheet and ESES are unique to this study. 
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The major portion of this chapter will be devoted to the presenta-
tion and analysis of the data as they relate to each of the hypotheses 
examined, . Aclhering to common practice, .. the writer accepted hypotheses 
which were supported at the .05 level of significance, or beyond. 
However, for further clarification of results, when a computed value 
has an associated probability of .01 or beyond, it will be noted. 
School,Data Sheet 
The School;Data Sheet was designed to collect seven identification 
facts about each school in the study for classification purposes. The 
school principal checked the classification for each of the seven cate-
gories which were characteristic of that school and returned the infor-
mation to the investigator. The School Data. Sheets were mailed to all 
schools who indicated they wou:,ld p"articipate in the study. Thirty-two 
schools who returned completed School Data Sheets failed to return 
their completed ESES answer sheets. The statistical techniques of the 
chi~square was used to analyze the data gathered on these thirty-two 
forms to determine if there were any significant differences between 
the schools who returned their ESES answer sheets and the schools who 
did not return their ESES answer sheets. 
Seven different analyses were made. Only one, that of demographic 
characteristics, proved to be significant beyond the .01 level of con-
fidence .. One additional analysis proved to be significant beyond the 
.05 level of confidence. That was the analysis made of different 
organizational plans. There proved to be a significant difference 
only when the plans of ability grouping, nongraded units, and team 
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teaching were grouped into one cell for the chi-square treatment. 
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The lack of significant difference provides support that no sample 
bias exists between the schools in the state who did and did not return 
completed ESES answer sheets when the analysis of chi-square was 
applied to the schools in terms of the characteristics of sex of prin-
cipal, socio-economic composition, size of pupil enrollment, age range 
of teachers, amount of open space facilities, and to a lesser degree in 
organizational plans . 
. Applying the chi-square test to the number of rural and urban 
schools who did return their completed ESES answer sheets with the 
number of rural and urban schools who did not return completed ESES 
answer sheets, a score of 9.03 was obtained" This score is significant 
beyond the .01 level of confidence. On the basis of this evidence, one 
should hypothesize that the rural schools who did not return answer 
sheets are different from the rural schools who did return answer 
sheets. This information, therefore~ makes it illogical to generalize 
to all rural or urban schools in the state of Oklahoma because of this 
sample bias. 
The data collected for analysis consisted of responses from over 
11,000 pupils, coming from three hundred seventy-three classrooms in 
one hundred ten different schools covering the entire state. This is 
equivalent to nine and one-half percent of all schools in Oklahoma. 
Because all of the schools who were invited to participate in the study 
. did not choose to do so or in some cases were prevented from returning 
the.completed answer due to school dismissal for summer recess, the one 
hundred ten schools does not represent a random sample of all schools 
in Oklahoma. 
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Plotting the one hundred ten schools on a map of Oklahoma by coun-
ty provides a visual indication that the schools are indeed spread 
throughout the state. The schools in the sample that participated 
includes schools in forty-nine of the seventy-seven counties. See the 
map in Appendix T for a geographical distribution of the schools in-
cluded in the sample. 
Description of Responding Schools 
Approximately nine-tenths of the schools who returned their ESES 
answer sheets had male principals. The number of schools returning 
data who were classified as being urban schools was almost the same 
as the number of rural schools who returned data. Another near equal 
distribution existed when a comparison was made between the number of 
Title I schools and non-Title I schools who returned completed ESES 
answer sheets. The Title I schools had approximately nine percent more 
of the total. Almost half of the schools reporting had an enrollment 
of two hundred to four hundred. The other three size categories shared 
almost equally in the number of schools found in each classification. 
Only ten percent of the schools in the study reported that the age 
range of their fifth and sixth grade teachers was over fifty years. 
Twenty percent of the schools reported an age range of under thirty 
years. Almost half of the schools reported their teachers being be-
tween thirty-one and forty, and one-fourth of the schools said their 
teachers were between forty-one and fifty. 
Only one school reported as having flexible internal walls, and 
only one school reported as having no internal walls. Self-contained 
and departmentalized classrooms account for an equal share of 
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ninety-two percent of the organizational plans found in existence today 
among the Oklahoma schools sampled. Ability grouping, nongradedness 
and team teaching together account for only seven and one-fourth per-
cent of the organizational plans used by the schools in the study. 
Table III shows the number and percentage of schools found in each 
classification. 
. TABLE III 
IDENTIFICATION OF SCHOOLS BY THE SEVEN 
CHARACTERISTICS IMPORTANT TO THE STUDY 
Characteristics 
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, Less than 200 
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Elementary,School Environment Survey 
The Elementary, School Environment Survey (ESES) was designed to 
assess the perception of the educational environment of school as the 
fifth and sixth grade pupils who lived in that environment perceived 
the environment. -Pupils completed one form of the forty item ESES 
under the direction of the regular classroom teacher. · Identical de-
tailed instructions were sent to each teacher administering the ESES 
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to insure uniformity of instructions given •. Only completed answer 
sheets,. that had been properly marked by the pupils to indicate if it 
was.Form sc~A or Form Sc-B, were used to determine the profile for each 
school. 
An individual item analysis was made by computer of each of the 
eighty different statements found in the two forms of the ESES .. If it 
was determined that sixty-six percent or more of the pupils in a school 
responded in the same way to a statement then that school was given a 
score of one in the sub-environment which was representative of that 
statement. A possible of sixteen points could be registered in each of 
the five dimensions of the environment. A value of twenty was added to 
elevate the scores of each sub=environmento Table IV shows the raw 
score means and standard deviations for the one hundred ten schools 
participating in the study. 
All schools participating in the study can be described with 
respect to the scores obtained from the ESES answer sheets. The mean 
scores for each of the five variables of the ESES can also be expressed 
in another way. Figure 1 shows the profile of all one hundred ten 
schools included in the study as expressed by the mean score for each 
of the five variables of the ESES. 
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. TABLE IV 
VARIABLE SCORES.FOR ALL SCHOOLS 
Raw. Scores 
Standard 
ESES Variables Mean Deviation 
Practicality 26.5 1.9 
Community · 28 .8 2.5 
Awareness 27.9 2o4 
Propriety .. 23. 9 2.1 
, Scholarship 28 ,0 2.0 
N = 110 
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Practi- -Aware-
cality .-- Community ness Propriety Scholarship 
x x x x x 
36 - - 36 
35 - - 35 
34 - -- 34 
.33 - -. 33 
32 - - 32 
31 - -,.31 
- 30 - · - 30 
-29 - -.29 
28 - - 28 
27 - - 27 
26 - - 26 
25 - - 25 
24 - -,24 
23 - -23 
22 - - 22 
21 - - 21 
20 - - 20 
x x x x x 
Mean 
score 26.5 28.8 27.9 23.9 28.0 
N= 110 
Figure 1. Elementary School Environment Profile 




The mean raw score for all the schools on the Practicality vari-
able was 26.5. The range varied from 4 to 9 points with a maximum 
score of 33 and a minimum score of 22. Refer to Table V for a complete 
listing of the means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum scores, 
and the range of scores for the variable of Practicality in all of the 
school classifications important to this study. 
Community 
The mean raw score on the Community variable was 28.8 for all 
schools. The range varied from 3 to 11 points with the maximum score 
of 34 and a minimum score of 21. Table VI gives a complete listing of 
the means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum scores, and the 
range of scores for the variable of Community for all of the school 
classifications important to this study. 
Awareness 
The mean raw score on the Awareness variable for all of the 
schools was 27.9. The range varied from 4 to 13 points with a maximum 
score of 31 and a minimum score of 20. Table VII gives a complete 
listing of the means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum scores, 
and the range of scores for the variable of Awareness for all of the 
school classifications important to this study. 
TABLE V 
-MEANS,. STANDAB.D.'DEVIATIONS,. MAXIMUM .SCORES,. MINIMUM 
SCORES,.AND.SCORE RANGES FOR ALL' THE.SCHOOL 
CLASSIFICATIONS FOR THE DIMENSION 
:OF.PRACTICALITY 
Maximum Minimum 
Classification N Mean .,_S .D. . Score Score 
Title I schools 61 26.31 1.95 30 22 
Non-Title I schools 49 26.79 1,75 31 22 
Rural schools 50 ·26.51 1.~6 30 22 
Urban schools 60 26.53 1.8 -31 22 
. Schools having: 
Female principals 13 26.92 1.6 30 24 
Male principals 97 · 26.47 1.9 . 31 22 
School enrollments of: 
Less than 200 23 26.65 2.18 31 22 
201-400 53 26.52 1.92 30 22 
401-600 17 25.99 1.22 28 23 
;More than 600 17 26.88 1.8 30 23 
;Schools·having . teachers 
age of: 
-Under·30 22 26.31 . 2.23 30 .22 
31-40 49 26.41 · 1,68 30 22 
41-50 28 -27.00 1.92 31 22 
Over 50 11 -29,27 1.84 29 22 
.· Schools having an organi-
zational plan of: 
.Self-contained classroom 51 26.09 1. 73 31 22 
Ability. grouping 51 27.66 2.08 30 26 
.Non-,graded unit 3 25.00 4.24 28 22 
Departmentalized classroom 3 26.98 1.83 30 22 
Team teaching 2 26.00 2.0 28 24 
Schools having: 
Permanent internal walls 108 -26.55 .1.86 31 22 
Movable internal walls 1 
No internal walls 1 

























MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, MAXIMUM SCORES, . MINIMUM 
SCORES, AND SCORE RANGES FOR ALL THE SCHOOL 
CLASSIFICATIONS FOR THE DIMENSION 
·oF COMMUNITY 
Maximum .Minimum 
Classification N Mean S.D. . Score . Score 
Title I schools 61 28.52 2.48 33 22 
Non-Title I schools 49 29,10 2.40 33 23 
Rural schools 50 28,92 2.53 33 22 
Urban schools 60 28.66 2.39 33 22 
.Schools·having: 
Female principals 13 29 .00 2.5 32 26 
Male principals 97 28. 75 2.5 33 22 
.School enrollments of: 
· Less than 200 23 28,95 2,9 33 22 
201~400 53 29 .15 2.2 33 22 
401-600 17 28 .12 2.3 32 24 
More than 600 17 28 .05 2.5 31 22 
Schools having teachers 
age of: 
Under 30 22 28. 68 2.55 32 22 
31-40 49 28.67 2.54 33 22 
41=50 28 28 .86 2 .so 33 24 
Over 50 11 29.27 1.90 32 26 
Schools having an organi-
zational plan of: 
Self-contained classroom 51 28.90 2.07 33 22 
Ability grouping 51 28. 66 2.30 30 26 
Non-graded unit 3 31.50 .70 32 31 
Departmentalized classroom 3 28.52 2.85 33 22 
Team teaching 2 29. 33 1.52 31 28 
Schools having: 
Permanent internal walls 108 28 .81 2.39 33 22 
Movable internal walls 1 
No internal walls 1 

























MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, MAXIMUM SCORES, MINIMUM 
. SCORES, AND SCORE RANGES FOR ALL THE SCHOOL 
CLASSIFICATIONS FOR THE DIMENSION 
.OF AWARENESS 
Maximum Minimum 
Classification N Mean . S .D. . Score · Score 
Title I schools 61 27.64 ·2.49 32 21 
Non-Title I schools 49 28.26 2,30 34 23 
Rural schools 50 27.76 2.67 34 22 
Urban schools 60 28 ,05 2.20 33 21 
Schools having: 
Female principals 13 28.00 2.41 33 24 
Male principals 97 27.91 2.40 34 21 
.School enrollments of: 
·Less than 200 23 27.87 2.80 33 22 
201-400 53 27.72 2.40 34 21 
401-600 17 28.52 2.20 . 33 24 
More than 600 17 27.99 2.09 32 25 
Schools having teachers 
age of: 
·Under·30 22 27.04 2.12 29 24 
31-40 49 28 .12 2.17 32 22 
41-50 28 28 .10 3.05 32 25 
. Over 50 11 28.27 2.00 32 26 
Schools having an organi-
zational plan of: 
.Self-contained classroom 51 27.76 2.46 34 22 
Ability grouping 51 27.66 2.08 30 26 
Non.,graded unit 3 27 .50 .70 28 27 
De par tmen ta liz ed classroom 3 28.08 2.50 33 21 
Team teaching 2 28.33 2,08 30 26 
Schools having: 
Permanent internal walls 108 27.90 2.44 34 21 
Movable internal walls 1 
No internal walls 1 


























The mean raw score on the Propriety variable was·23.9 for·all 
schools. The range varied from 3 to 11 points with a maximum score of 
31 and a minimum score of 20. Table VIII gives a complete listing of 
the means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum scores, and the 
range of scores for the variable of Propriety for all of the school 
classifications important to this study . 
. ·Scholarship 
The mean raw score for all the schools on the Scholarship variable 
was 28.0. The range varied from.2 to 10 points with a maximum score of 
32 and a minimum score of 22. Ta,ble IX gives a complete listing of the 
means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum scores, and the range 
of scores for the variable of Scholarship for all of the school classi-
fications important to this study. 
Testing the Hypotheses 
The statistical techniques utilized in analyzing the data obtained 
by the ESES were the MannDWhitney U test (Siegel, 1956, page 120) and 
the Kruskal-Wallis test (Siegel, 1956,. page 185). These methods of 
statistical analysis were appropriate for determining the significant 
difference, if any, between the seven different school classifications 
that were important in this investigation. 
The Mann-Whitney U test was used for categories that were limited 
to two dimensions, namely demographic features, socio-economic composi-
tion,. and sex of school principal. . The formula for the Mann-Whitney U 
test is: 
TABLE VIII 
MEANS,. STANDARD DEVIATIONS, MAXIMUM SCORES, MINIMUM 
SCORES, AND· SCORE RANGES FOR ALL· THE SCHOOL 
CLASSIFICATIONS FOR THE DIMENSION 
OF PROPRIETY 
Maximum Minimum 
Classification N Mean S.D. Score Score 
Title I schools 61 23.60 2.02 29 20 
Non-Title I schools 49 24.35 2,18 31 21 
Rural schools 50 24.38 2.29 31 20 
Urban schools 60 33.56 1.90 29 20 
Schools having: 
Female principals 13 26.92 1.6 30 24 
Male principals 97 26.47 1.9 31 22 
School enrollments of: 
Less than 200 23 24. 74 2.2 29 21 
201-400 53 23,96 2.0 31 20 
401-600 17 23,12 2.1 29 20 
More than 600 17 23.58 2.12 28 21 
Schools having teachers 
age of: 
Under 30 22 23.13 1.52 26 20 
31-40 49 23.9 1.96 28 20 
41-50 28 23.96 1.89 28 21 
Over 50 11 25 .27 3.52 31 21 
Schools having an organi-
zational plan of: 
Self-contained classrooms 51 23.88 2.22 31 21 
Ability grouping 51 24.00 1. 73 26 23 
Non-,graded unit 3 23.50 2.12 25 22 
Departmentalized classroom 3 24.10 2.10 29 20 
Team teaching 2 22.33 0.57 23 22 
Schools having: 
Permanent internal walls 108 23,99 2,12 31 20 
Movable internal walls 1 
No internal walls 1 

























MEANS, .STANDARD DEVIATIONS,.MAXIMUM SCORES, MINIMUM 
SCOR~S, AND, SCORE RANGES FOR ALL THE SCHOOL 
CLASSIFICATIONS FOR.THE DIMENSION 
OF SCHOLARSHIP 
Maximum Minimum 
Classification N Mean . S .D. Score Score 
Title I schools 61 29.59 2.12 32 22 
Non-Title I schools 49 28.51 1. 75 32 26 
Rural schools 50 28 .08 2.26 32 22 
Urban schools 60 27. 93 1. 79 32 23 
Schools having: 
Female principals 13 28 .00 2.17 32 23 
Male principals 97 28.00 2.0 32 22 
School enrollments of: 
·Less than 200 23 27.82 2.8 32 22 
201-400 53 28 .15 1.8 32 23 
401-600 17 27.88 1.8 32 26 
More than 600 17 27.88 1.3 30 26 
Schools having teachers 
c1.ge of: 
Under·30 22 27.50 1.34 29 24 
31-40 49 28 .06 2.16 32 22 
41-50 28 27.86 1.97 32 25 
Over 50 11 29 .09 2.30 32 26 
Schools having an organi-
zational plan of: 
Self-contained classroom 51 27.96 1.85 32 22 
Ability grouping 51 28.66 1.15 30 28 
·Non-graded unit 3 28.00 2.83 30 26 
.. Departmentalized classroom 3 28.02 2.24 32 23 
Team teaching 2 27.67 1.52 29 26 
Schools having: 
Permanent internal walls 108 28.03 2.03 32 22 
.Movable internal walls 1 
No internal walls 1 

























where R1 = sum of the ranks assigned to group whose sample size is n. 
The ~ruskal-Wallis test was used for categories having.more than 
two dimensions,.namely, enrollment size, age of teachers, organization· 
al plans, and. the amount of open space facilities. The formula for the 
Kruskal-Wallis test is: 
where 
K 
H =. .12 
N(N + 1) z J=l 
R.2 
-..J.... - 3 . (N + 1) 
n. 
J 
k .= number of samples 
n .. = number of cases in j th sample 
J 
N = Ln., the·number of cases in all samples combined 
J 
Rj = sum of ranks in j th sample (column) 
K 
[ directs one to sum over the k samples (columns) 
J=l 
To present the data derived from ESES, t~bles have been construct-
ed and profiles have been plotted for the mean scores of the sample 
schools •. The data presented in t~bular form are shown for the purpose 
of accepting or rejecting the .hypotheses basic to this study. The 
statistical confidence level pre-selected for rejection of the hypoth-
eses was the .05 confidence level. In the case of the profiles,. infor-
mation is grouped in a way to show differences among .all.five dimen-
sions of the educational environment for the seven different character-
istics important to the study. 
Socio-Economic Composition of· Schools 
Table X indicates that the results of the Mann-Whitney U test, 
employed to determine the differences between schools for each of the 
five variables of the ESES when grouped together as Title I schools 
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and non-Title I schools, provide sufficient evidence of socio-economic 
class differences in educational environments of elementary schools in 
the population sampled and that the obtained difference is significant 
at the .05 level of confidence for the variable of Scholarship. Insuf-
ficient evidence of any socio-economic class differences in the educa-
tional environments was found for the variables of Practicality, 
Community, Awareness, and Propriety. 
Figure 2 illustrates in profile form the differences and similari-








A SUMMARY OF COMPUTED U VALUES RESULTING FROM THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST 
RELATIVE TO TITLE I AND NON-TITLE I· SCHOOLS 
U Value Z Score Probability 
1314.00 -1.10204 .27044 
1298000 -1.19547 .'23190 
1281.00 -1. 29632 .19486 
1218.50 -1. 68140 .09268 






































Title I Schools --------





































26.31 28.52 27,64 23.61 
26.79 29 .10 28.27 24.34 
Figure 2. · Elementary School, Environment Profile 
Relative to the Socio-Economic 




Demographic Features of Schools 
Table XI indicates that the results of the. Mann-Whitney U test, 
employed to determine the differences between schools for each of the 
five dimensions of the ESES when grouped together as schools located in 
rural settings and schools located in urban settings, provide suffi-
cient evidence of dem0graphic differences in the educational environ-
ments of elementary schools in the population sampled and that the 
obtained difference is significant at the .05 level of confidence for 
the variable of Propriety. Insufficient evidence of any demographic 
differences in the educational environments was found for the variables 
of Practicality, Community, Awareness, and Scholarship. 
Figure 3 illustrates in profile form the differences and similari-








A SUMMARY OF COMPUTED U VALUES RESULTING FROM THE MANN-WHITNEYU TEST 
RELATIVE TO URBAN AND RURAL SCHOOLS 
U Value Z Score Probability 
1475.00 -0.15236 .87890 
1425.00 -0.45545 .64878 
1428.00 -0.43637 .66258 
1176 .so -1.96715 .04916 



































. Urban Schools - - - - - -
x x x 
























26.52 28. 92 27.76 24.38 
26.53 28.67 28 .05 23.57 
Figure 3. ··Elementary School Environment Profile 




Sex of Principal of theSchools 
Table'X!I indicates that the results of the Mann-Whitney U test, 
employed to determine the differences between schools for each~} the 
five dimensions of the ESES when grouped together as schools with 
female principals and schools with male principals, provide insuffi-
cient evidence of any sex of principal differences in the educational 
environments of elementary schools in the population sampled for any 
of the five dimensions of the ESES. 
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Figure 4 illustrates in profile form the differences and similari-
ties of schools with female principals and schools with male principals 








A SUMMARY OF COMPUTED U VALUES RESULTING FROM THE MANN~WHITNEY U TEST 
RELATIVE TO THE SEX OF PRINCIPAL OF THE SCHOOL 
U Value Z Score Probability 
552.00 -0.73790 .46058 
605 .50 -0.23416 .81486 
610.00 -0.19163 .84802 
577 .oo -0.50179 .61582 
610 .50 -0.18750 .85126 











































x .x .x 
............ 
x .x -X 
-
·Mean· Dime.nsion. Scores 
· Community . Awareness ·Propriety 
29.00 28.00 26.92 
28. 75 27.91 26.47 
Figure 4. · Elementary, School Environment Profile 






















Enrollment·Size of the Schools 
Table-XIII indicates· that the results of the Kruskal-Wallis · test, 
employed to determine the differences among schools for each of the 
five dimensions of the ESES when grouped .together as schools having 
enrollments of: under 200, 201•400, 401-600 and over 600, provide 
evidence of enrollment size differences in the educational environments 
of elementary schools in the population sampled at the .10 level of 
confidence for the variable of Propriety. Since the ,10 level of con· 
fidence is outside the limits of the pre-determined level of confidence 
that would be accepted as significant in .. this investigation, there is 
insufficient evidence of any enrollment size differences in the educa-
tional environments for any of the five varh.bles of the- ESES . 
. Figure 5 illustrates in profile form the differences and similari-
ties of schools in the population sampled when grouped together accord-








A SUMMARY OF COMPUTED H VALUES RESULTING FROM THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST 
. RELATIVE TO THE ENROLLMENT SIZE OF SCHOOLS 
Average Rank 
Under 200 201-400 401-600 .Over 600 H Value 
n = 23 n = 53 n = 17 n = 17 df = 3 
57.13 56.06 45.06 62.00 2.683 
58.41 60.01 45 .15 47 .85 4.112 
54.26 53. 62 63.03 55.50 1.188 
67.15 56. 75 41.97 49.35 7.019 












cality Community ness Propriety Scholarship 









28 - ~ 
27 - ~ :;, ,, 
26 - • 4 
25 -
~,, 
24 - . •/' )., 




x x x x x 
Key: 
School Enrollments 
tess than 200 
201 - 400 - - - - - - -
401 - 600 .a ........... 
Over 600 -·-·-·-·-· 
Mean Dimension Score.s 
Practicality Community . Awareness Propriety 
Less than 200 26.65 28 .95 27.87 24.74 
201 - 400 26.52 29 .15 27. 72 23.96 
401 - 600 25.99 28 .12 28.52 23.12 
Over 600 26.88 28 .05 27.99 23.58 
Figure 5. Elementary School Environment Profile 
Relative to the Enrollment Size 

























Age Range of Teachers 
Table·XIV indicates that the results of the Kt.uskal;.Wallis test,, 
employed to determine the differences among schools for each of the 
five dimensions of the ESES when grouped together as schools having the 
average age range of the fifth and sixth grade teachers as:: .under 30 
years, 31-40 years, .41-50 years, and over 50 years, provide insuffi· 
·cient evidence of any age range of teachers differences in the educa-
tional environments of elementary schools in the population sampled for 
any of the five dimensions of the ESES. 
Figure 6 illustrates in profile form the differences and similari-
ties of schools with the schools grouped together according to the 








A SUMMARY OF COMPUTED H VALUES RESULTING FROM THE KRUSKAL-WALLIS TEST 
RELATIVE TO THE AGE RANGE OF TEACHERS 
Average Rank 
Under 30 31-40 41-50 Over 50 H Value 
n = 22 n = 49 n = 28 n = 11 df = 3 
53.45 52.53 63.48 52.50 2.438 
· 54.66 54.86 55.55 59.91 0.251 
43.82 59. 77 56.13 58.27 3.996 
45.25 57.37 56.63 64.82 3.502 
































Age Range of Teachers 
· Under 30 -----
31 - 40- - - - -
41 - · 50 • • • • • • • • 
Over 5 0 - • - - - • - • 
x 
Aware-
ness ·Propriety ·Scholarship 
x x x 
x x x 



















Practicality Community Awareness ·Propriety , Scholarship 
Under·3o 
31 - 40 
41 - 50 
Over 50 
-26.3 28.7 27.0 23.1 
26.4 28. 7 28 .1 24.0 
27.0 28.9 28.1 24.0 
26.3 29 .3 28 .3 25.3 
Figure 6. Elementary School·Enviromnent Profile 







· Organizational Plans· of the Sc.hools 
· Table· XV indicates. that the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test, 
employed to determine ·the differences· among schools for each of the 
. fi,ve dimensions of the'ESES.when grouped together as schools having 
organizational plans as: .self-contained .classrooms,.ability grouped 
classrooms, nongraded .. classrooms,. departmentalized.classrooms, and team 
teaching, provide significant evidence of organizational plan.differ-
ences in the· educational environments of elell!entary schools in the· . 
' 
. ·' ,IJ' .,, 
population sampled for the dimension of Practicality. 
Insufficient evidence of any organizational.plan differences in 
, ' 
the educational environments was found for the vari~bles of Community, 
Awareness;.Propriety, or Scholarship. 
Figure 7·illustrates in profile form the differences and similari-
ties of schools·in the population sampled when grouped together accord-








A SUMMARY OF COMPUTED H VALUES RESULTING FROM THE K.RUSKAL-WALLIS TEST 
RELATIVE TO THE ORGANIZATIONAL PLANS OF THE SCHOOLS 
Self-Contained 
Classrooms 




.· 53. 70 
55.05 
Average. Rank 
Ability Grouped Nongraded Team 





























*Because of the small number of cases in the classifications of Ability. Grouped Classrooms, Nongraded 
Classrooms, and Team Teaching, it was necessary to collapse the three into one cell before the computer 




. Practi- .· Aware-
cality Community ·ness Propriety Scholarship 


















x x x x x 
Key: 
Self-Contained Classrooms 
Departmentalized Classrooms - - -






Mean· Dimension- Scores 
Practicality . Community , Awareness Propriety 
26.1 28.9 27.8 23.9 
27.0 28.5 28 .1 24.1 
26.4 29.6 27.9 23.3 
Figure 7. Elementary School, Environment Profile 
Relative to the Organizational Plans 























.Open Space Facilities of the Schools 
A school with open space facilities for the purposes of this study 
was defined as any school with flexible, movable, or adjustable inter-
nal walls or any school without internal walls •. Out of the one hundred 
. ten schools in the present study's sample, it was found that only one 
school was identified as.having non-existing internal walls and only 
one school was identified as having .movable internal walls. Due to 
this small number of cases it was thought necessary to drop the ques-
tion asked in Hypothesis Seven because of inadequate data. 
The Kruskal-Wallis test was not employed to determine the differ-
ences among schools for each of the five dimensions of the ESES when 
grouped together as schools having different amounts of open space 
facilities for instructional purposes. 
Figure 8 illustrates in profile form the differences and similari-
ties of schools in the population sampled with non-movable walls and 
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x x x x x 
Key: 
Schools With Permanent Internal Walls~~~~~~~ 
· One School Having Movable Internal Walls - - - - - - -
One School Having No Internal Walls·• · • • · · • · • · • · • · • 
Mean Dimension Scores 
Pr ac tic a li ty Community Awareness Propriety 
Permanent 26.55 28.8 27.9 24 walls 
Movable walls 28 30 28 22 
No internal 
walls 26 31 30 23 
Figure 8. Elementary School·Environment Profile 
Relative to·Open Space Facilities 






















Identifiable School Environment Patterns 
An analysis was run by the computer to determine if the educa-
tional environment profiles had a tendency to cluster around certain 
scores,. forming identifiable patterns that were characteristically 
different from the scores of other clusters or groups of schools . 
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.. Sinclair (1968) in developing the. ESES found that the schools included 
in his investigation had a tendency to fit one of seven patterns. The 
patterns identified and described by Sinclair (1969b) were determined 
by constructing profiles of the schools scoring highest and the schools 
scoring lowest on each variable •. Sinclair had concluded that a sample 
of only, sixteen elementary schools is not sufficient to identify major 
environmental patterns with much confidence, 
The investigator anticipated that the sample of one hundred ten 
elementary schools used in the present study would give more confidence 
to identifying some or all of the patterns in the educational atmos-
phere. Examination of the schools scoring highest and the schools 
scoring lowest on each variable in the present study fails to support 
any of the patterns of educational climates which Sinclair states "are 
representative of patterns of many elementary schools across the coun-
try." (Sinclair, 1969b) 
Before a school was judged to be one of the highest or lowest 
scoring schools on a variable, the school had to have a z score of +1 
or greater to be counted as a highest scoring school and a z score of 
-1 or greater to be counted as a lowest scoring school. 
One pattern that appears to be almost universal with the sample of 
schools used in the present study is the tendency for the dimension of 
Propriety to have a lower score than any other dimension. This trend 
88 
is illustrated clearly in the profile plotted by using the mean scores 
of all one hundred ten schools. 
Summl:!,ry 
, Chapter.IV has presented the procedural treatment and the statis-
tical analysis of data collected through the use of the School Data 
Sheet and Sinclair's (196a)-Elementary School Environment Survey (ESES). 
The data were presented in both tabular and profile-format with appro-
priate discussion concerning the statistical test of significance and 
the results obtained ... Statistical confidence was· specified at the .05 
confidence level, and the null hypotheses were put to the test. 
Hypotheses Three, Four, Five, and Seven were tenable. Hypotheses One, 
Two, and Six were rejected. 
Examination of the schools scoring highest and the schools scoring 
lowest on each variable-failed to support any of the patterns of educa-
tional climates which Sinclair stated were representative of many 
elementary schools in the nation. 
Chapter V will present a summary, findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations for further research in areas related to this study. 
.CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
·This study was designed to assess the educational environments of 
elementary schools inOklahoma as fifth and sixth grade pupils perceive 
it and to determine whether or not particular characteristics of the 
schools had any relation to the way the pupils perceived the educa-
tional environment. 
Another purpose of this study was to provide information relevant 
to the educational environments of elementary schools to educators who 
are concerned with the reality existing in their schools and who desire 
to reform current educational programs, if reforms are needed . 
. summary 
A review of related literature seemed to reveal some general 
impressions of factors related to the problem: 
1. There is an a,bsence of research directly concerned with the 
educational environment as perceived by elementary school pupils. 
2. The range of environments goes from the most immediate social 
interactions to the more remote cultural and institutional forces. 
3. Individual personal needs must.be met by the child 1 s environ-
ment before directed learning can take place, 
4, The characteristics of size, organizational plans, socio-
economic factors, and demographic features are among the factors that 
QQ 
can make a difference in the educational climate or environment that 
exists in schools. 
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The data would indicate that it is possible to describe the educa-
tional environments of schools as perceived by pupils and to identify 
.characteristics of schools,. therefore, giving merit to an investigation 
of this structure. The two instruments used in the study were the 
Elementary School Environment Survey (ESES) developed by Sinclair 
(1968) and the School Data Sheet. A pilot study was conducted for the 
purpose of verifying.instructions to teachers and to confirm the com-
pleteness of all procedures of the study. 
The location and selection of participating schools was based upon 
statistical information secured from the Oklahoma State Department of 
Education. All sampled schools were classified according to popula-
tion, demographic features, socio-economic composition, sex of princi-
pal, age range of teachers, organizational plans, and amount of open 
space facilities. 
The responses of the pupils to the ESES were analyzed to determine 
their perceptions of the five dimensions of Practicality, Community, 
Awareness, Propriety, and Scholarship. 
The major objectives of the study were to test the following null 
hypotheses: 
1. Educational environments of elementary schools located in low 
socio-economic class communities do not differ significantly from ele-
mentary schools located in middle class or higher socio-economic 
communities. 
2. Educational environments of elementary schools located in 
urban settings do not differ significantly. from elementary schools 
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located in rural settings. 
3 •. Educational environments of elementary schools having a female 
principal do not differ significantly. from elementary schools having a 
male principal. 
4. Educational environments of elementary schools do not differ 
significantly among elementary schools with enrollments under two 
hundred, between two hundred one and four hundred pupils, four hundred 
one and six hundred, and over six hundred pupils. 
5. Educational environments of elementary. schools do not differ 
significantly among elementary schools with the age range of fifth and 
sixth grade teachers under thirty years, between thirty and forty 
years, between forty-one and fiftr years, and over fifty years. 
6. · Educational environments of elementary schools do not differ 
significantly among elementary schools employing self-contained class-
rooms, ability grouped classrooms, nongraded classrooms, departmenta-
lized classrooms, and team teaching. 
7. Educational environments of elementary schools with nonroovable 
internal walls do not differ significantly from elementary schools with 
open space facilities .for instructional purposes. 
The data were analyzed through the use of the Mann-Whitney'U test, 
Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance, and Chi-Square. Signifi-
cance was established at the 0.05 level of confidence. 
Findings 
The findings of this investigation considered to·be roost important 
and of significant value were the following: 
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1. Hypothesis One was rejected. There was a significant differ-
ence between the educational environments of the schools sampled for 
this investigation that were located in low socio-economic class 
connnunities and the schools sampled that were located in .middle class 
or higher socio-economic communities. 
2. The significant difference between_the educational environ-
ments of schools located in low socio-economic class settings and 
schools located in middle class or higher socio-economic settings was 
identified as existing in the educational environment dimension of 
Scholarship with the Title I schools having the lower score. 
3. Hypothesis Two was rejected. There was a significant differ-
ence between the educational environments of the schools sampled for 
this investigation that were located in urban settings and the schools 
sampled that were located in rural settings. 
4. The significant difference between the educational environ-
ments of schools located in rural settings and schools located in urban 
settings was identified as existing in the educational environment 
dimension of Propriety with the urban schools having the lower score. 
5. Hypothesis Three was not rejected and thus was tenable. 
Hypothesis Three stated: Educational environments of elementary 
schools having a female principal do not differ significantly from 
elementary schools having a male principal. 
6. Hypothesis Four was not rejected and thus was tenable. 
Hypothesis Four stated: Educational environments of elementary schools 
do not differ significantly among elementary schools with enrollments 
under two hundred, between two hundred one and four hundred pupils, 
four hundred one and six hundred, and over six hundred pupils. 
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7, Hypothesis Five was not rejected and thus was tenable. 
Hypothesis Five stated: Educational environments of elementary schools 
do not differ significantly among elementary schools with the age range 
of fifth and sixth grade teachers under·thirty years, between thirty-
one and .forty.years, between forty-one and fifty,years,.and over fifty 
years. 
8. Hypothesis Six was rejected. There was a significant differ-
ence among the·educational environments of the·schools sampled for this 
investigation that employed self-contained classrooms, ability grouped 
classrooms, nongraded classrooms, departmentalized classrooms, .and team 
teaching. 
9. The significant difference among the educational environments 
of schools grouped together as having organizational plans of self-
contained.classrooms; departmentalized classrooms; and ability group-
ing, team teaching, or nongraded units; was identified as existing in 
the educational environment dimension of Practicality with the schools 
having self-contained classrooms having the lower score. 
10. Hypothesis Seven cannot be answered because of insufficient 
data. Hypothesis•Seven stated: Educational environments of elementary 
schools with non-movable internal walls do not differ significantly 
. from elementary schools with open facilities for instructional pur-
poses. 
·11,· Eighty-eight percent of the·llO school sample had male princi-
pals and only. 12 per cent had female principals. 
12. More than fifty-four per cent of the 110 school sample were 
located in an urban setting. The remaining forty-five per cent were 
rural schools. 
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13. More than fifty-five per cent of the 110 school sample iden-
tified themselves as Title I schools. The other forty-five per cent 
identified themselves as non-Title I schools. 
· 14. Almost one-half of the schools. (48 per cen.t) of the schools 
in the sample had a pupil population of 201 - 400. Twenty-one per cent 
of the schools had an enrollment of less than 200 pupils. Fifteen and 
one-half per cent of the schools had a pupil population of 401 - 600. 
Another 15.5 per·cent of the schools had more than.600 pupils. 
15. Twenty per cent of the schools in the sample had fifth and 
sixth grade teachers with an age range of 30 years or less. Close to 
half of the schools•(44.55 per cent) have an age range for fifth and 
sixth grade teachers of 31 - 40 years. One-fourth of the schools had 
teachers with an age range of 41 - 50 years. The remaining schools 
(10 per cent) had fifth and sixth grade teachers with an age range of 
over fifty years. 
16. In practically. all cases, Oklahoma schools had permanent 
internal walls. Only one school out of the sample of 110 schools was 
identified as having .no internal walls, One other school was the only 
one to be classified as having flexible or movable internal walls. 
17. The sampled elementary schools were classified into five 
different organizational plans. The plans of self-contained classroom 
and departmentalized classroom each account for 46.36 per cent, or over 
92 per cent of the 110 schools. There were three schools or less than 
3 per cent each of the schools who were functioning under the plans of 
ability grouping and team teaching. Only two schools were identified 
as being nongraded units. 
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18 •. Based on Chi-Square statistical analysis, the difference 
between the urban and rural schools who returned their completed·ESES 
answer sheets and the:urban and .rural schools who did not return their 
answer sheets is significant beyond the .01 level of confidence. 
· 19. Based on .Chi-Square statistica.l analysis, the difference 
among the·organizational plans of self-contained classrooms, departmen-
tzlied classroom, and the,other three organizational plans of ability 
. grouping,. team teaching, and nongraded classroom, who returned their 
completedESES answer sheets and.the schools in each of these·three 
groups who did not return their answer sheets is significant beyond the 
.05 level of confidence. 
·20. Should a school in Oklahoma be selected at random to visit 
the odds are overwhelming that the building would have internal walls 
and a male principal. There is a 50-50 chance that the size of the 
enrollment would be between 201 and 400. The age range most character-
istic of the teachers would be between 31 and 40 years of age. The 
odds are about even on picking a rural school or an.urban school. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions .have been drawn from the findings of 
this study: 
·.1. · Schools located in middle or high socio-economic class set-
tings and designated as non-Title I schools have a.significantly more 
academic, scholarly environment. The emphasis is upon competitively 
high academic achievement and a .serious interest in scholarship. 
Intellectual speculation, and interest in ideas as ideas, knowledge for 
its own sake, and intellectual discipline are all characteristic of the 
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environment to a significantly greater degree than for Title·. I schools 
of the study. 
2. Rural schools are significantly more polite and considerate 
than urban schools. Group standards of decorum are more important to 
rural schools. · Pupils in urban schools, on the other hand,. are ·more 
demonstrative, assertive, rebellious, risk-taking, and displa.y incon-
siderate behavior·to a significantly greater degree.than do pupils in 
rural schools. 
3. ·Self-contained classrooms, when compared with departmentalized 
classrooms and a group of classrooms. that are either nongraded,. ability 
grouped, or part of a team teaching unit, are significantly less char-
acterized by. order and supervision in both administration and classroom 
instruction. Procedures, personal status, and practical benefits are 
·less important to the self-contained classrooms than they are to the 
·other types of classrooms. Status is gained by knowing the right 
people, being in the right groups,.and doing what is expected is more 
important to a significantly greater degree: for the other classrooms 
than it is for the self-contained classroom. 
4. The difference,between the educational environment profile of 
schools with female principals and the profile of schools with male 
principals is not significantly different even though the schools with 
female principals tend to have a higher value for each dimension except 
Scholarship • 
. 5. The difference among the. education environment profiles of 
schools when grouped together by population .size is not significantly 
-different. 
6. While the educational environments of elementary schools do 
not differ significantly among elementary schools with the age range 
of fifth and sixth grade teachers, the teachers in the present sample 
of schools whose age range is over fifty, do teach pupils who tend to 
·score higher on the dimensions of the·educational environments. 
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7. Schools with flexible, movable, or adjustable internal walls, 
or schools without internal walls are almost non-existing in the state 
of Oklahoma. 
8. The ratio of male-female elementary principals is dispropor-
tionate to the male-female ratio for all personnel in the field of 
elementary education. 
9. The conclusions reached about the educational environments of 
the rural school included in the present investigation cannot be said 
to be representative of all other rural schools in the state of 
Oklahoma. 
10. The conclusions reached about the educational environm~nts of 
the schools included in the present investigation when grouped together 
according to.different organizational plans cannot be said to be repre-
sentative of all other schools in the state of Oklahoma. 
11. Elementary schools do have different educational environments. 
12. School educational environments as perceived by the pupils who 
make up that environment can be measured. 
13. The elementary schools of Oklahoma can be described in terms 
.of unique educational environments by the ESES. 
14. The seven patterns of educational environments identified by 
Robert Sinclair (1968) as existing in elementary schools of Massachu-
setts appear not to exist in the elementary schools of Oklahoma. 
Recommendations 
In ·light of the related literature and the results of this study 
. the following recommendations are suggested. 
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1, Low socio-economic school settings should be kept to a minimum 
.by some administrative scheme if high scholarship is valued. 
2. Pre-service and in-service training programs for teachers 
should acknowledge that the nature of children attending urban schools 
is to place a.lower value on the educational environment dimension of 
Propriety than children attending rural schools. 
3,.·Educators need to consider·the self-contained classroom as an 
alternative over other organizational plans if a high value on the 
Practicality.dimension is not desirable. 
4. More decisions regarding children's learning.should be based 
on the. assumption that for pupils their perception is the reality of 
the·situation. 
5. Teacher education, .both pre-service and in-service, needs to 
emphasize how the nature of learning.is related to educational environ-
ments. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
. This study, while being a .descriptive study by design, was also an 
exploratory study and as such raised as many questions as it answered. 
A study of this nature can identify general characteristics of schools, 
specific profiles for individual schools, and isolate and make visible 
·major areas of needed research. At the· same time this sort of study 
can identify areas of a problem which are probably not significant and 
would .not lead to further productive examination. 
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The validity of the results and conclusions of this study should 
be substantiated through similar additional investigations and through 
a concentration on certain important variables affecting educational 
environments of elementary schools, especially as assessed through the 
perceptions of the pupils who live in the educational environments. In 
this· light then, .. the following comments and recommendations for future 
study seem pertinent and important: 
.1. Replicate the present study. in another state. 
2. Replicate the present study to all of the schools in a large 
school system. 
3. Further research using the ESES to compare the educational 
environments to the personality patterns, needs, values, and attitudes 
of the classroom teacher. 
4. Further research using the ESES designed to determine what 
educational programs lead to the type and intensity of environment 
v~lued as desirable. 
5. Some investigations should be made to determine if a major 
change in environments·will result in corresponding changes in pupil 
characteristics. 
6. Further research should attempt to discover if the assessment 
of educational environments could be obtained from pupils prior to 
fifth grade. 
7. Attempts should be made to determine if different dimensions 
or variables of the educational environment other than the'five· 
described·. by the ESES cat:1.be identified . 
. 8. . Further research should attempt to confirm or refute the sever( 
educational environment patterns introduced by Robert· Si~clair,_ (1968). 
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9. An attempt should be made to seek out a larger sample of open 
space facilities schools in Oklahoma for the purpose of assessing .the 
educational environments of such schools. 
· 10. Further research similar to the present study might concen-
trate on other characteristics than the present ones. 
11. Other studies of educ a tiona 1 environments, . similar to the 
one described herein, should analyze in more detail the interactions 
between dimensions. 
12. A follow-up study of the present research should be made to 
·determine if minimal changes, excluding the pupils,.would make a .sig-
nificant difference in the schools' educational environment profiles. 
Theoretical Considerations 
The data analyzed in this study were gathered by asking fifth and 
sixth grade pupils how they perceived their educational environment. 
The instrument used identified five dimensions. When the schools, 
attended by the pupils, were grouped together along the seven tradi-
tional independent variables used in the present study. for the purpose 
of identifying significant differences in the way pupils perceive 
schools, there were only three significant differences found out of a 
possible thirty-five. An initial conclusion very easily could be--
schools are all nearly the same. Another initial conclusion reached 
may be that all children perceive school almost the same regardless of 
the characteristics of their school. 
An analysis of why these things seem to be so may lead some to say 
that the wrong questions were asked of the pupils. Others may say the 
questions are the right ones, implying that pupils in the state of 
Oklahoma are receiving "equal" education because their educational 
environment profiles are near equal. 
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A more astute conclusion is that the wrong .variables were used to 
identify the real differences that professional educators intuitively 
know exist in different schools. Literature reviewed for the present 
research, more than the results of this study, suggests the following. 
1. Children should be listened to when seeking information about 
the nature·of the school which they attend. 
2. More attention needs to be given to all aspects of a child's 
environment . 
3. ·Educational planning should take into consideration how 
children interact with their environment, 
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APPENDIX A 
INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE LETTER 
1 ()f, 
•' 
OKLAHOMA SIAli UNIYI.SIIY • SIILLW.AII• 
Re1earch Poundatlon 
nont1at 2.a11, ·•••· :m 
7-4075 
The April . 1970 iHue of ti. Rational §lemeqtary Schoo.l Principal contained an 
· article by Robert L, Sinclair titled f11ementar:, School lducational Bnviron-
mentl: Toward School•. ~t Ara .. B.aapoasive To Studepta,11 Thia article broupt 
into focua the need to a••••• tha educational environiae•t• of elelli9ntary 
schools in Oklahoma to provide infotmation toeducatora wboare concerned 
with the reality existing in elementary schools. . 
Information about the educational·. atl!IOephere of your elementary school will Mice 
it poaaible for you to determine :i.f current programs ar~ resulting in the type 
and the inteneity of enviroamant .originally intended, 
You ·may teceive thi• infori;aai:ion by .acceptini tllis · invitation . to "rticipate. 
in a ai:ata.;wide study of Educatio•l BnviromentiofBiementary School• in 
OklahOIII&, Thie •St,tdy wu .given the full aupport-·and cooperation of the Okla-
homa Association of Ble.mentary School Pdncipale at their Winter Conference 
in January. · · 
While the schools participating in the stud:, will be provided with a profile. 
of their educational environment at the completion of the atudy, individual 
schools will not be ideiitif.ied in the study. bther, achoole with c0111110n · 
charaeter:!,etice will be grc;,uped toiether to determipe wbeti.r •choole with. 
differing characteriatici differ in ·their educatiooal environment•, . . . . 
Pal'ticip'ati~n in the. study wiU require· c;,nly thaf each teacher o.f grade~ five. 
and six -.dminister a 40~:ltem. tl'ue~false qu!!etionnaire with a reeposuie ts- of . 
approximate iy 20 minutea to all. of the pupils in hie or her clue , No data 
from pupils' permanent records. will be requested, . Seven basic ident'ification 
facts will be needed from each •chool participating. · 
. . 
Enclosed is. more detailed information about the Educational. Environment• of 
· B.lemeotary Schools in Oklahoma study and a poet card, leturning t.he poet .card 
will indicate a .willingll&H to participate in the study. lnetructioas for 
each teacher and the neceesary number of instrumnts and aaswer ebeetl will be 
,, .mailed to the echoc,l during the· eecond week o.f March. . 
Thank you for your cooperation, 
Sincerely. 
· boaovan Moore 
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EDUCATIONAL ENVIB.ONMBNTS OP ELIMENTAllY SCHOOLS IN OKLAHClfA. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpoae of the study ii to .aeaesa the educational environments 
of aelected elementary schools in Oklahoma to provide information to· 
educators who are concerned with the reality exilting in elementary. , 
schools and desire· to reform cµrrent educational programs, if re(orms ar, .· 
needed. 
Problem 
The problem ii to identify the educational environment of Cklahama 
elementaryschooll aa perceived by pupils who attend those schoob, and 
to determine whether schools with differing characteristic• differ in 
their educational environments. · 
Subjects 
The subject• for the study will be the fifth· and sixth-grade pupils 
of schools selected by a 20 percent randomization of all elementary pupil,. 
1n·Oklahoma. 
Ins trumen i: · 
The instrument to be used in the study will be the Elementary 
School Environment Survey (ESES), a 40-item, true-false questionnaire 
with a response time of approximately 20 minutes, copyrighted by 
Robert L. Sinclair in 1969. The ESES consists of statements about 
elementary schools which are used to describe the environment as pupils 
view it. · 
The five dimensions of the educational environment measured are: 
Practicality - Procedures, personal status, and practical benefit• are 
important. Status is 8ained by knowing the right people, being in the 
right 8foups 1 and doing what is expected. 
C011111unity - A fr~endly, cohesive, group-oriented school life is 
characteristic. The environment is supportive and sympathetic. 
Awareness - There is an emphasis upon self-understanding, reflectiveness, 
and identity. Thel'.e is a wide range of opportunities for creative and 
appreciative relationships to the arts. A concern about events around 
the world, the welfare of mankind, and the present and future condition 
of man is evident. · 
Propriety - The environment is polite and considerate. Caution and 
thoughtfulness are evident. There is an absence of demonstrative, 
assertive, rebellious, risk-taking, inconsiderate behavior. 
Sebolarahip -.An academic, 1cbolarly environment with the emphaail upc:m 
competitively high academic ac.hievement. Intellectual speculation, and 
interest in ideas as ideas, knowledge for its own sake, and intellectual 
discipline are characteristic of the environment. 
Method ·of Data Collection· 
Upon receiving a po1tcard frm a 1chool indicating a willingnHI to 
participate in the 1tudy, the necea1ary number of the in1trument of 
a11eHment will be mailed to the school. Instruc.tions for each teacher 
who willadminilter the instrument in his or her classroom will abo be 
included. Self-addressed, postage·p•id mailing c~tainers will be 
included with the instructions to each teacher 10 'the cmpletad an1ver 
1heat1 can be returned to the investigator with no addi~ional work bein1 
required of the clas1rom teacher, 
Statiltical Treatment of Data: · 
llO 
Only the re1ponaaa of pupils who have attended the school for a year 
or lonaar will be counted in the tabulation of data. 'l'he individual 
1core1 will not be analyzed, but rather the total quantitative enviroment 
mea1ure will be 1ummari1ed in term• of variable 1core1 for each 1chool. 
'l'he information will be expre11ed in profile form 10 differencH acroH 
all five variable• can be con1idered, 
Individual schools will be grouped together according to population, 
demographic features, socio-economic composition, sex of principal, age 
of teachers, organizational plans, and amount of open space facilitie1 to 
undergo the analysis of inspection and interpretation of measured environ-
mental differences and trends to confirm or reject the hypotheses. 
The appropriate statistical analysis for a descriptive study wiil be 
made of the data. All findings of the investigation will be made available 
to the participating schools. 
Principal Investigator 
The atudy will be conducted by Donovan Moore as partial fulfillment 
of the requirements of the Doctor of Education degree under the direction 
of Dr. auasell L. Dobson, Associate Professor of Education, Oklahoma State 
UniveraUy. 
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Dear fellow tr:I.Dclpal: 
Gia January 1', 1971, the eucutlw comittee of the 
11 . .-1:ary School lriacipal1 pve itl udor1.._t to a 
1tudy beia1 coaductecl by llr. Jknlnmil lloore, a P"acluate 
atudeat attea41q «*labma ltate Uaiffl:aity. 
Iba atudy .11 titiecl "lducatloul IDYUODllelltl of 
119MlltuJ lc:booll la ctlaballil" ~ Ve f•l that it 11 a 
•ery illportaat 1tud:, aiUl w walcl lib to eacoura .. you 
to participate liace :,our 1cbool llaa bHD 1elec:ted u 
· one to be iaclucled ia the 1tud7. 
Iba purpoee of the 1tud7 11·to u1q1 the educational 
eDYiromifDtl of the ••lectecl el...atary 1cbool1 :I.a «*lallm&. 
line• ware wry much :l.ntue1tecl ia.:l.aprovla1 the ~·-
tloul prosr• of the •l--tary 1cbool1 of «*labom, w 
hope . that you w:1.11 cooperate :I.a orcler t•t t• 1tucly w:1.11 
be u acc••ta a1 po11:l.ble. · 
!bau you for your coopuatioa la tb11 :l.llportaat atudy. 
lllacarely. 
112 
hlA, OklA- HIH 
J!ll! DUNCAN, --· · Okla- 73121 - --NOIITHIIAl'IUII l'lllfllAIIDl& _e. ••. • ,..v....,.,>-"·•4111 ._.tt aacla:l.a1 ,...,......... . 
I*, KEITH UNION 
c,..,_ 111111 eou.,. 1 a.wto11 ·7HOI 
HIIMl'TOIICIIOWDP . 
••w DepartMent o1 ~- 7HOI 
Dll, -LL DoWOOIIV 
JlortMHt9"1 lllte Ool .... 
f,1hleqWih, H4'4 
na,:,:=~.-nm 
Da, OWIN MOlll!IAND 
lklrUIWttllaffl .... Col, .... 
Al•, 73717 
JOH~:~::. .... ol ld'IOIUOII 71111 na. !AC& 11C1t1 
1CNUIM1lela Ill• Oollltl, 
DliraM, 74711 
DI. :-~=•hr,....._. JHfl na. aNIIITll n. cwa 
. Oklalloma a.1e U11h•1ltr 
IUUweter, 74074 
oa.. :.=J:'.,...u,. Nor•• 7Sfft 
· r. II, WJWNGHIIM 
OU DlAclclt ol le•IIUCIII 71101 
HAIOLD I, HAIITLIY 
l)ep&rUNnMl CoardJMtor 
Ol1.&.1a.a.a lduolUOA Aeaoc&IUOII 
JU llliit Mute• 
Okla.._. CHY,~--- 71115 
1r .. 1c1aat, o.A.1.1.,. 
APPENDIX D 
PARTICIPATION ACCEPTANCE POST CARD 
11.1 
DO,NOVAN MOORE 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNJVERSITY 
17·5, S. UNIV, PLACE 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA J40Jt 
Donovan Moore: 
· . I would .like for School 
to be included in the Educational Environments 
.of Elementary Schools in Oklahoma study. 
I understand that no'identification or 
comparison will be made of individual schools 
participating in the study. 
(signature of principal) 
* *School Code I _ __,; ............ 
each school in the study has been assigned a 
number to make it possible for the computer to 
store information by school. lt also identifies 
the sc bool • a correct mailing address. 
APPENDIX E 
FOLLOW~UP INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE LETTER 
1 1 c; 
OKLAHOMA STA'II UlilYIRSll'Y • SIILLWAl'IR 
ReHGrch foYndatlon 7..07$ 
fllontler 2~11, l•t. DI 
i.Dear .feUow principal, 
Educational lnviro.-aents of 
ElementarySchoola in. Oitlahoma 
• Oklahoma State University 
,,., , Stillwater,. Oklahcaa 74074 
Apr.il 14, 1971 
Some time ago info~tion about the Educational: .Environments of Elementary 
: Schools in Oklahoma. state-wide study1 .waa sent to you. . It waa ay thouaht 
that principal• would partic:1.pate in tha atudy to .pin information about the 
reality existing in.elementary schools. 
The study originally. scheduled for March has.been postponed until May in 
anticipation of a revised edition of the Elementary School Educational Survey 
-(BSES) being available from the author, Dr. Robert. Sine lair. 
1 .realize .you and Your teachers are busy and were it not for the fact that 
this "is a very important atudy" to the elementary schools of Oklahoma as 
stated by O.A.E.S .• P. President· B11111ett Hudgins, 1 would hesitate to send you 
this reminder. 
Participation in the study wiU require only that each teacher of gr.ades five · 
and six administer a.~item, · true··false questionnaire with a response Ume 
of approximately 20 minutes to all of the pupils in his or· her class. No data 
from pupi is' permanent records wi 11 be requested. ·· Seven basic identification 
facts will be ne.eded from each school participating •. 
· Please return the enclosed post card to indicate that your achool will partic• 
ipate in the study. Instructions for each teacher and the necessary number of 
instruments and answer sheets will be mailed to the school during the first 
week of May • 





SECOND FOLLOW-UP INVITATION 




OKLAHOMA STATI UNIYIR.ITY • STILLWATIR 
Re1earch Foundation 
(a) 372-6211, lxt, 271 
Dear fellow principal, 
Educational 'Environaent1 of 
Elementary Schools in <klaboma 
Stillwater, Cltlahoma 74074 
April i6, 1971 
Some time ago information about a state-wide study that a1ks 
fifth and sixth grade pupils to respond to 1tatements about elemen• 
tary schools was sent to you. Participation in the study will 
require only that each teacher of grades five and iix admini1ter 
a 40-item, true-false questionnaire with a re1ponse time ot approzi· 
mately 20 minutes to all of the pupils in his or her clas1. Ro data 
from pupils' permanent records will be requested. Only the identi• 
fication facts listed on the enclosed sheet will be needed froa each 
school. 
It is important to have your school participate in the study. 
The executive coamittee of the Elementary School Principals bas 
endorsed the study. 
7407.C 
In addition to having the support of the O.A.E.S.P., this study 
has been submitted to'the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 
for funding and bas been.found by the non-government evaluators who 
reviewed it to be "educationally significant and the research design 
relatively sound." The proposal has been placed in a "hold" category 
awaiting additional information on the statistical analysis to be 
performed. 
Please complete and return the enclosed data sheet to indicate 
that your school will participate in the study. Instructions for each 
teacher and the necessary number of survey booklets and answer sheets 






LETTER ACKNOWLEDGING AGREEMENT TO 




:: Oklahoma State University 
(""5) .372-6211, EJtT. '461 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
I . STIU.WATER, Ol<LAHOM. A 7,f074 CUNDE#t$EN HALL 
lducat1onal lnv1roaaent1 of 
l.lementar:, 8Qhool1 in. Oklahoma 
Dear fellow principal, 
Stillwater, OklahOIIA. 74074 
April 23• 1971 
thank you very much for returning the poat card indicating that fOU 
desire to have your school participate in the state•wid~. study of 
Educational Bnvironmenta of llementary · Schools in CklahOllll. 
Enclosed is the fora aald,ng for the seven baeic facte about your 
school needed for the study •. Please return the completed form 
as soon as possible :l.n the envelope provided. 
You may tell your teachers tba.t they may expect to receive the 




REVISED LETTER ACKNOWLEDGING AGREEMENT 
TO PARTICIPATE 
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OKLAHOMA S'IA'II UNIYIRSl'IY • S'IILLWATI• 
Research Foundation 
,..,, ffl-'211, lat, 271 
Dear fellow principal, 
Educational Environment• of 
Elementary School• in Oklahoma 
Stillwater, OklahCD& 74074 
April 27, 1971 
7.C074 
Thank you very much for agreeing to have your school participate 
in the state-wide study of Educational Environments of Elementary 
Schools in Oklahoma. 
Enclosed is the form asking for the seven basic facts about your 
achool needed for the study. Please return the completed form 
as soon as possible in the envelope provided. 
You may tell your teachers that they may expect to receive the 





FORM A-Sc, ELEMENTARY· SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY, 
PRINTED AT OKIAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
1?~ 
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. 196\1 . 
Or. Rui,aU Oobaon 
0•11tiom1 Stat• Unl'larsllr 
Dono,in Moore 
Wichita, ICaniaa Public Schools 
·0•1alioma Aaaoc:laUon ot 
Elamantarr School Principals 




ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY (ESES) 
Thi• Sur11ey I• reprinted by perml11lon ol the euthor 
Instructions To Students 
We are inlere1ted In your .ieleaa at:ioul lhe lype of IChool 
YQU go lo. You know a lot abclul the school becau11e u a 
1tudent you have played on ill playground and studied In .111 
cta11r001111. We are 11king you. to be a reporter. alld · tell 
,0111. tllou9ht1 abo111 your . achoo!. 
fl'leaH 11nde11tand thal t11i1 • not a · 1e11. and the,e are 
no right or wrong ana.wera. In fact. we do nol even alll your . 
nallle. We limply want your hOl!MI ideas about your IChool. 
There are <IO tenlenell al»OIII elementary schools In Ulla 
bool\lel. You are le a,a,li Hch sentence TRUE or FALSE. 
.... 1'• ~ ...... l'ICff 
When you tllinll i ien1ence lells about your icllool ,urk 
lhal unltince TfllUE by filling in . the lira! 1j11Ce on the 
ano,ei sheet .In olher words. blacken Iha f.irsl spate II rov 
lhil!k Ille 11111tiince leti. the way things usually are In your 
· IC ........ ..illat llafllllli'tl or 111ithl happen there, or the wa, 
• ~,1e u1111My !IC:I or feel. 
Fill "' the 1as11,ae on Ille answer sheet ii Ille s8fllllllce 
i1 FALSE or 11 nol lhe way lhlnga uaullly are In your IChool, 
is no1 wha.1 happen• or. ffllght happen there, or le not the way 
people 111u1Hy ICI or ftiel. Each Item 1hould be marked true 
or falN .. Do .not 1111rk the apace•· belwHn. 
Th~ following e)l8mple1 a.how llow to ffllrk I Nnlence: 
II you agrai., blacken Ille spaca clole1t 
10 the IIUIIINr ol Ille 111.....-.1. 
s-
II you disagree, 'bl1cktn the space f.,IIINI 
· from Ille number of lhe 11a1e111en1. 
7 -Please mark lhe following aamplti: 
S. Homework in lhis school is very easy . 
s. 
Now you are ready to mark each of Iha 40. un1-.ic• In 
lhe booklet·. H is impoflant 10 remember that Ille HfttMCft 
are about the total 1chool. Think about Heh sentence ca,. 
fully and answer as hones Hy as you can. T1ka your time. and 
mark only one space for each sentence. Mika 1ura 111 un-
lences are 111arked. Erase COllljllallly any 1n&wers ·~ wllll 
to change. 
Tur.a 10 senlance 1. and find Ille 11111ee Oft Ille -
sheet lo, Mlrkillfl 111;. 111111ence. Now you ....- l!eo.111. 
126 
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1. T•ach•ra watch th• atudenls clouly wh•n th.y work 22. Th• 1tud•n1s In thl1 achool INI Ilk• th.y are - big 
to make 1ure there are no ml1tak9a. family. 
2. Thi alllndanc1 roll II called -ry day In 01"8, 21, Many ol th1 1iudlnll hire are unhappy llloUt Ille 
3. Studenta oltan work II) amall groupe ol lllout thrN or. IChOOI, 
lour 1tud1nls without th1 ieaoher. 24. Sludenls hire are ollln remlndacl to bl · oaretul llloul 
piling alck. 
4. 8tud1n1s try to git 1peclel favora from 1111 'tlllOhlra. 21, Many 1n11r11llng people vlllt th1 achool to play fflUllo or 
I. 81111 ring during th• day to 1111 1tudlnls what clauwork to talk about their. 111perl-. 
to do fllltt, 21, Sludlnls ollln talk abou1 their own PIIIOIIIII pnibllllll, 
II, In thll IChOOI 1tudanls UIUIIIY hava lo llna up bllore 
going Into Ille olauroom or l1avlng th1 olauroom. 
27. Mat t1aoh11ra do not try to git 1tudlnta lntlrealld In 
7. Th• 1ubJ1e11 taught here do not help 11u~1nt1 1t1m how wh1t'1 going on In the United 111111, 
to IOlva real ·Problem,. ••• Manf iludanta oltln talk. 1boul what • think II rltht •• In lhl1 eohool ltucltnll qllloklf l .. m whit . to do and or wrong. whit not to clo. . 21, Quite a ltw ol the 111oh1ra talk to 1tucltnll lbout con-... MOii 11Ucltnll llnllh tht proJtctl and aulgnmenta that c,ri,, playa and mu11um1. · 
_they llarl, . 30. Many 1tudenll lllk about travallng lo different Plrll ol 
10. Moat 1tudenll here hava ·homework many limn during lh1 United Slltea. 
the week. 31. In' many cl.- atudenll talk about what th.y do out-
11. Science II .probably ·the moat Important 1ubJect In thla aide al school. 
school. 32. Social studlel Is not a very Important 1ubJ1Ct In thll 
12. In this school II Is eilay to pan moat aubJecll without school. 
working hard. 33. Students here are very quick to 1111 teaohlra about 
13: Moat students are happy II they do average work. things Ulat· should b1 changed. 
14. When school work gets dllllcull students atudy harder .• 34. Students do not pay much attention to 1Chool rultl 
15. Moat ol the students In Ihle achool atudy a lot so that and regulations. 
· they can get high grades. 35, Thing• Ilka paper throwing or water llghtl are not likely 
16. Most students.here do not care much about their IChool to happen In this school. 
work. 36. Moat atudenta here do not Ilka to pt Into any kind ol 
17. Many students Ilka to stay around alter school pis out. · · argument. 
16. Moat ol the· teechera do not care about problem• that ·37, Students elmoat alwaii• · wait to bt called on· btl019 
students. are having. apeaklng In clau, 
. 18. Studenll have_ many chancn to help olh9r lludenta . 311. This school has a big program ol aporll or phyllcat 
20. ·In -thla school atudenta have parties In clan to cei. education ecthlltlq. 
brete blrlhdeya· or·other Important daya. 39. Studilnll .somalimq make · plane .to do -thing bad 
21. Teachers are kind and lrleildly when. they work with to the school. 
students. 40. Students do not' get any apeclal lavora In this ICJ!ool. · 
Thank you lor ,urlllng ,,_, _,_. 
·{ 
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY (ESES) 
Thi• Survey #1 reprinted l,y perml11lon of the author 
ln1tructlon1 To Student, 
We are lntereated In your ld111 about tht type of tehool 
you go to. You know I lot about the 1chool bec1u11 11 • 
1ludent you hive played on i11 pliyground and 11udled In 111 
cla11room1. w, are asking you to be a reporter and tell 
your thoughll about your school, 
Please underatol'ld that lhls 1.s not a teat, and there are 
no right or wrong answers. lri fact, we do not even ask your 
name. we. simply want ·your honest Ideas about your school. 
The.re ere 40 sentences about elementary schools in this. 
booklet. You are to mark each sentence TRUE or FALSE. 
How To Mark Sentences 
When you think a sentence tells. about your school mark 
that untence TRUE by filling In the first space on the 
answer sheet. In other words, blacken the first space II you 
think ·1he sentence tells the way things usually are In your 
school, what· happens .. or might happen there, or the way 
people usually act or feel: 
Fiii In the last apace, on the answer sheet II the sentence 
11 FALSI! or 11 not the way thing• u1uelly all In your IChool, 
11 not what h1ppen1 or might happen there, or 11 not the way 
p1opl1 ueu111y 1c1 or IHI. Each Item lhould be 11111rkld true 
or 111111. Do not mark Iha spaces 'betwean. 
The following examplee show how to mark a eentenoa: 
II you agree, blacken the apace cloeest 
to lhe number of the statement. 
s-
11 you disagree, blacken the space farthest 
from the number of the statement 
7 
Please mark the following umple: 
S. Homework In this school Is very easy. 
s. 
Now you are ready to mark each of the 40 eenten.ces In 
the booklet. II is important to remember that the senleiH:ea 
are about the total school. Think about eech sentence care-
fully and answer as honestly as you can. Take your time and 
mark only one space for each sentence. Make sure 1111 een· 
tences are marked. Erase completely any answers you wlllh 
to change. 
Turn to sentence t. and find the space on the 11nawer _ 
sheet I.or marking this sentance. Now you may begin. 
1. Many itudenta aay that they do not like th!' rules made 
by the te11,chant. 
2, Many lludents do not behave while they are on Iha 
playground. 
s. This achool tilaohee 1tudent1 to be pollte. 
,. Student, here ,re careful about taking good care of 
achool property. · 
&: Many ,tudenta get Into trouble wllh the teache.ns. 
8. Studenla know they lhould cheok with the tt1oher ·'* 
. fore they do aomethlng that might t,,raak , . sch.oot rule. 
1, ~denhl often braak or mark 1ohool property. 
8. ,~d!N'llll wually do not Interrupt whlle aomeone elle Is 
talking. 
$. ltudenlt have to .,tay art11r school If they break tohool 
· l'lllte, 
, 10.. The tHchfire eeldom cheok to mak11 sure that atudenll 
Rnloh their schoolwork. 
11. Student$ here learn !hot they should puf their Ideas 
Into action •. 
12. ~tudenl$ that the prlnclpal and teachers. know will have 
It easier 111 this sc;hool. 
13, One way to getgood grades In this school Is to b!I nice 
to the teachers. 
14. In many cla!,SBS, students sit In any seat they choose. 
.. 111,' .f'~pte know WhO the SIJlBrlest or the best liked students 
ere In u,i. school. 
10. Teec;hers 111111 raise a student's grade ti they thin!\ the 
llludenl hil$ worlled ~ry h11rd. 
11.. L4oet of the lea!:h"'rs In tills ,chool are unfriendly. 
18, Many ot the t1¥Whera gp out of their w11.y to help stu-
4'Jnts. 
1$. If stud!lllls ari) unhappy In school, the teacher will call 
their parents. · 
.=ii>, The lelllche,s lfY 1o make 111,1re thal students get to know 
· each other. · 
Form B-Sc 
:!1. Thll school seeme to be an unfriendly place. 
U. Many tnchert arw too bulV to talk to atudenll abOut 
their problems or to give them extra help. 
23. In thl1 1ohool 1t1Jden11 uk other ,tudenll to vllllt them 
at home. 
~- Many stude11t1 help 81ch other with "1elr c:;1-worll, 
2&. Studentt often take field trips to 1lntel'ltll~ plaoee. 
~. In this ,o11q.01 1tudeilt1 have. 1111ny ollanco to lll&ln 
to IIWlic, · . 
27, In till• t<:hool 11'1 Important to be Juat Hiie everyone elff. 
118, ~Wdl!lllla In th.ii eohool do not think m"'10 II ve,y 11!1-
POrlllll, ' · · .. 
·29. · Moat ttudenll hlVt very Uttt, lntemt llt llltowlng ~ 
lh• probleml of o8ler oounlllee, 
80. Many atuoenn try to understand why people do VII· 
11\klge ·they do. 
31. Mast atucie.nta 1ue Interested In such thtnva •• poetry, 
flltlslc, or painting. · 
32. tn this school, many students talk about wrist'• going on 
In the United States. 
33. Stµdents gel good gradea wllllout ~· much. tlllle 
studYftlg. 
34. Most of lh!I teachers are very hard . worlcera end lhey 
tllln:k 4he otµdent, should study hard too: 
35. MDIII student$ 1111!1 1(,1 llgure out the answere to quo, 
11ons that ttte teacher asks. · 
36. Teachers sel(Jo~ lake their cla$11es to the library IIQ that 
students can look up Information. 
3'7. In this school everyone· is expected to do good wqrk. 
38. Mosl students here put a lol of energy Into ev11rythlog 
Chey do. 
39. Students may take book$ from Ille llbn11y shelves with-
out the help of thfi llbra~n, 
40. Slud~lll here ca~ a tot about their school work. 
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APPENDIX K 
ANSw'ER SHEET FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
ENVIRONMENT SURVEY 
1.31 
II you lllvt 1ltlndicl 111111011o61 .... ~ - YIIF,--+ 
p11u1 blloun lilt apaoe markld o In , Ille n111 row o1 , ..... 
I 
ldenUflolllon IIIIIIINfl, ff you 111vt ltllndecl tllll lClllool 11111 
1 - yaar or lonltr, clo not bllaken •nv apaoe Ill 1111 I 11111 row. 
I 
11111 
l'INII IIIIOUII lilt O lfllOI If you lllvt l'OIIII Ao,le,-.. I JIIH 




YOUR ....... WW. 111.L '"" THI _, I • I' CODI NUMllfl l'Ofll YOUR ICHOOL. Write H Ill Ille 111111:: :u:1 
equ1rw 11 ftlGht """ , bllOun t h , OOffllllCIIICII , 0 I 1:::: :H? 
llfll-· One llfllOI mllll bl bllaklnld for IIOh row, , 0 I :::n ::1:: 
Answer Shot for 
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· . . iNSTIUCTIOtG /TO TIACHIIS FOlt . . . 
AOMINISTIIINI THI IDUCATIONAL $CHOOL'. INVIIONMINTAL SUltVIY (ISB) 
NonMlly !lie . "lllltruotlolll to lludlnll" lnolUdld In Ille 
IU.IWY llooldet . .,. lllfflollnt lor 111· uplllllllon. of. Ille nalUN 
and purpo11 of DEi. !10wewr, fNI tNI to 111111e ._ 1111ro, 
duolOry ....,..m 111at you.IN!.,.~ to e111_11nm11 pupN 
anxiety and. promoll GN!*allve and ~ ~ ' 
Puplle who al'9 lbNilt may be aclmlnlateled Ille IUIWY on 
an llldlvldual bull. Alao. puplll who have IHdlllg dlllloultlN 
lMY be· 111ven. the auivey orally .. at a ~ tlma ~ 
betOIW or alter !SES Is aclmlnlaiered to the 10III Qroup. The · 
.......... may be trallllattd lo anolher language and ,..d 
lo puplla II -,y. . . . 
ThelW Is no· Mt time allotmant for oompletlllg the atall-
llMlltL A- llhNla and booldatl may be colleclld ·a 111-
dMclull puplla tlnlih or when lie .'°'91 llrCIUf' hat OCIIIIPlllld· 
The 1o11ow1ng ~ a1W .9'11111N11d tor adfflllllltarln 
the E'-tary School. Ellvll'Ol\ll*llal SU,vey. (Arly arruige,, 
!Miil ·mac1e lor a llacher lo administer .the EHS to 1ha pupHe 
Ill the - of an organizational plan other than Nff.colllalned · 
claNrooml, wlH be aoceplablt.) ; 
. 1. BetOIW going over the lnatructlone with llie pupfle, be 
IUIW aach pupN Ilea: . . 
--. Lead pancN tor marking 
"' ·'{ 
-- Booklet, form A-SC or form B-8c 
I. Call attanllon to Iha 1peclal lnatructlona on the pupN'1 
a-r IIINI for puplll. who have an.hclecl the p,-t 
,IChool leN than a year. 
· The pupils' 1n11ruot1on1 ... d: 
II you have altlnded lhll 1ohocii'1- then -.year, 
plNN blacken the apace inamd o In the flnlt row 
ol . kleillllloallon numbel'I. If yoil heve atllnded this 
IChool - YNr or lonQer, do not bleolcen any apeoe 
In thll row. · 
a. ~ attention to Iha apeclal lnstructlone on llie · pup11•1 
anawer lhNt tor puplll to lnclloalll If they llave Form A-lo or 
Form B-So. HALF OF THE PUPILS IN EACH CLASS SHOULD 
USE l'OAM A-8C AND HALI" SHOULD use FOFIM ·a-ac .. 
The puplll' lnitruotlona .... d: 
PINN blaoken the o apaoe If you h~ve Fom1 A-llo. 
llackM the 1 apace. If you have Form B-8c. 
. . . . . 
4, . Call ~tllntlon to Ille apeolll lnitruatlonl on tlli pupll'I 
- lheet lor puplll to 1111 In. Ille oode IIIIIIINI' of JCIIII' 
IChool, 
oode number ol ------· 
. The puplll' lnliruottone MH: 
YOUR T!ACHER WILL TILL. YOU THI COMICT 
CODE NUMIER l'OA YOUR ICHOOt.. Wrtle It In 
llie ICIU'" at the Right then blaaMn · ttia -
ponding ipeoel, One apeoe muat be bleokeMd lor 
aach row. 
I. Check to e,e that NOh row ol. ~. nuilllleta 
that .. lo be fflled In ha - apace bleokeMd. 
--· To lndloate.11 pupll ha altended eohool 1eN 
than a year. · 
-- To lndloall II pupll Ilea form A-lo or fonn 
IMlo, . 
-- To lndloall Ille IChool code lllllllber. 
· e. Read the "lnetructlonl lo Studen•" aloud whNe having 
aach pupll Nld along iNenlly. The "lnatruotlona to ltuclenl9" 
a,. looated on the NCond page ol the SU,vey llooklet. . 
7. Attar .the puplll have Ill.led In 1lle example 1talelMni 
Included In the lnltructlonl, oheok lo make au,. the pupNI 
underatand the ~ ol marking the 1tallnienla by Ylew-
lnll their~. 
I. Tl!II the pupils lo find the flret 1tallfflenl llftd begin, 
t. Piao• oompletad anawer iheell and ell cop/el ol ,,.. 
lntllllllifft In the Mlkddreuecl maNtng container pnwtded 
and Mild . to lnYlll!lgetor. · 
•w.11o _,.,_ - 11141i•ldul ....., will •.· .. -., -
..- 1111 iieea ,i ... a <Gdo ••blr IO k'wlH .. pmiWo far dot 
..... ...... , 10 -p aM- -· ......... Ill' - tar.-. of .... .... . 
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Please Note: 
Pages 124-134, Appendices 
I - L, "Elementary School 
Environment Survey, Forms 
A & B - Sc. and Answer 
Sheets," copyright 1969 by 
Dr. Robert Sinclair,not 
microfilmed at request of 
author. Available for 
consultation at Oklahoma 
State University Library. 
University Microfilms. 
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.. ,; •·-·, OKLAMOMA ITATI UNIVl.llff • IIILLWAlla 
hlNNh Poundotlon ,.., .. 
(4011 UNIII, lat, 171 
May 27, 1971 
Dear Principal, 
Would you please express to the fifth and sixth grade 
teachers of your school our sincere appreciation for taking 
time from .their busy schedule to help in the state wide sur-
vey of Educational Environmental& of Elementary Schools in 
Oklahoma by administering the Educational School Environ.-ental 
Survey to the pupils in thei~ class. 
'l'he information about the educational atmosphere of your 
elementary school expressed in profile form that was promised 
to you for participating in the study will be mailed during 
the month of September. 
While a descriptive study can not directly influence any 
change in a loca1 school's environment, a report of a school'• 
environment as perceived by the pupils who live in that environ-
.. nt can serve as the catalyst to move principals and teachers 
to create fre,h educational surroundings that meet the personal 
and academic needs of children. It is hoped that the feedback 
provided by this study will be beneficial in the continuous 
evaluation process of your school. 
Again, thank you for being a participant in this study; 
your cooperation waa certainly appreciated. We are looking 









Department of Education 
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EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN OKLAHOMA 
School Data Sheet 
School Code Number * 
Number of 5th and 6th grade teachers 
Number of 5th and 6th grade pupils __ _ 
l. Sex of Principal Female Male_ 
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Please check~ answer in,~~~~.~ describes your school. 
2. The school is located in an urban setting. 
The school is located in a rural setting. 
3. The school is designated as an E.S.E.A. Ti t1e I school. 
The school is not designated as an E.,S.E.A. Title I school. _ 
4. The school has a pupil enrollment of 
less than 200 
201 to 400 
401 to 600 
over 600 
5. The age range that best describes the average age of the fifth and sixth 
grade teachers in the school is 
under 30 years 
31 - 40 years 
41 - 50 years 
over 50 years 
6. The internal walls of the school are 
permanent, non-movable 
flexible, movable, or adjustable 
non-existing 
7. The organizational plan that best describes the fifth and sixth grade 
classrooms is 
self-contained classrooms 
ability grouped classrooms 
nongraded uni ts 
departmentalized classrooms 
team teaching 
*Each school in the study has been assigned a number to make it possible for 
the computer to store information by school. It also identifies the school's 
correct mailing address, . !2 identification .Q!. comparieon ~ ~ ~ of 
individual schools participating in,~ study. 
APPENDIX O 
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INS'l'B.UCUONS 'IO 'l'BACHBRS lPQB. 
ADMINIS'l'BRING '.l:IIB BDUCAUOIW. SCUOOL BNVllCIHUITAL SURVBY (BSBS) 
Normally the "Instruction• to Students" included in the 1urvay booklet are 
1ufficient for .an explanation of the nature and purpo•• of BSBS, However, feel 
free to make any introductory remark• that you feel are.nece11ary to eliminate 
pupil anxiety and promote cooperative and honHt rHponHI, 
'1'be following procedure, are sugge1ted for administering the Elementary 
School Environmental Survey.* 
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l. After aeeing that each pupil ha1 a · iud pencil for marking, paH out a booklet 
and answer sheet to each pupil. 
2. Call attention to the special instructions on the pupil's answer sheet for 
pupils who have attended the present school less than a year. Any pupil 
who was enrolled at the end of the school year in the spri~g of 1970 may be 
considered to have attended the present school for a year. 
3, Tell the pupils the code number for your school. (See below for number,) 
Check to see that each of the columns has one space blackened. 
Example: '1'be number 004 should have the zero space blackened for the first 
two columns and the four space blackened for the third column. 
4. Read the "Instructions to Students" aloud while having each pupil read along 
silently. 
5. After the pupils have filled in the example statement included in the 
instructions, check to make sure the pupils understand the process of 
marking the statements by viewing their responses. 
6. Tell the pupils to find the first statement and begin. 
7. There is no set time allotment for completing the statements. Answer sheets 
and booklets may be collected as individual pupils finish or when the total 
group has completed. 
8. Place completed answer sheets in the self-addressed mailing container 
provided and send to investigator. 
9. Pupils who are absent may be administered the survey on an individual basis. 
Also, pupils who have reading difficulties may be given the survey orally 
at a convenient time either before or after !SES is administered to the 
total .group. The statements may be translated to another language and read 
to pupils if necessary. 
10. Dispose of test booklets when finished with them. 
t ADY arrangement made for a teache_r to administer the !SES to the pupils in the 
case of an.organizational plan other than self-contained classrooms, will be 
acceptable. · 
lfhil• comparhon1 among individql schools will not be made, each 1cbool ba• 
been given a code number so it will be possible for the computer to group 
answer sheets together by schools for analysis of the data. · 
--------------- School has the code number of __ _ 
APPENDIX P 
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY (ESES) 
Copyrighted by Robert L. Sinclair, 1969 
INSTRUCTIONS TO S'l'UDENTS 
We are interested in your ideas about the type of school you go to. 
You know a lot about the school because as a student you. have played on 
its playgrounds and studied in its classrooms. We are asking you to be 
a reporter and tell your thoughts about your school, 
Please understand that this is not a test, and there are no right 
or wrong answers. In fact, we do not even ask your name. We simply want 
your honest ideas about your school. 
There are 40 sentences about elementary schools in this booklet. 
You are to mark each sentence TRUE or FALSE . 
. How To Mark Sentences 
When you think a sentence tells about your school mark that 
sentence TRUE by filling in the first space on the answer sheet. In 
other words, blacken the first space if you think tba sentence tells the 
way things u1ually are in your school, what happens or might happen there, 
· or the way people usually act or feel, · 
Fill in the last apace on the an1wer sheet if the sentence ii 
FALSE or la not the way thins• usually are in your .1chool, 11 not wbat 
happens or might happen there, or is not the way people u1ually act or 
feel. · 
The following examples show how to mark a sentence: 
If you agree, blacken the space closest 
to the number of the statement. 
If you disagree, blacken the space farthest 
from the number of the statement. 
Please mark the following sample: 
1. Homework in this school is very easy. 
s ... ::: 
7 ---. -- - ·--... -
1. ':.,.~'; --- -·- --· ... 
Now you are ready to mark each of the 40 sentences in the booklet, 
. It"·is important to remember that the sentences are about the total school.· 
Think about each sentence carefully and answer as honestly as you can. 
Take your time and mark only one space for each sentence, Make sure all 
sentences are marked. 
Find sentence 1. and the space on the' answer sheet for marking this 
sente.nce. Now you may begin. 
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1, Teacher, watch the 1tudenti clo1ely when 
they work to·ll&ke 1ure there are no 
l!liltakH, 
2. The attendance roll is called every day 
in claas. 
3. Student, often work in small group, of 
about three or fciur I tudenta without i:be 
teacher. 
4. · Students try to get special favors from 
the teachers. 
5. · Bells ring during. the day to tell atudents 
what clasawork to do next. 
6. In thia 1chool student, ,u,ual.ly have to. 
line up before going into the claHroom 
or leaving the cl,ssroom. 
1 •. The s11,bject1 taught here do.not help 
student• learn how to solve real 
problems. 
8. In th:1.s school students .quick.ly .learn 
what to do and what not i:o do. 
9. Host students finish the projects and 
assignments that they start. 
10. Host stµdents here have homework many 
times during the we_ek. 
11, Science la probably the most important 
subject in this school. 
12. In this school it is easy to pass most 
subjects without working bard. 
13 .. Most students are happy if they do 
average work. 
14. 'Whan 1chool work 1at1 difficult · · 
1tudant1. 1tudy _hardH, 
15. Moat of the. 1tudent1 in thi1 1chool 
study a lot 80 that i:hay can a•t high 
. grades. 
16, Moat 1tudent1 here do not care .1111ch 
about their school.work. 
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17; Many studen.ta like to 1tay around aftef 
school gets out. . . 
18. Most of the teachers do not care about 
problems that student, are having, 
19. Student• have many cbanca1 to help 
other atudents. 
20. In thil school students have partle• in 
clau to celebrate birthday• or other 
important daya. . 
21. Teachers are kind and Jriendly when they . 
work with students. 
·22. 'lhe St\ldents in this achool feel like 
they are one big f&11ily. 
2.3. Many of the student, here are unhappy 
about the achool. 
24. Students here are often r .. indad to-be 
careful about getting sick. 
25. Many interesting people vilit the 
1chool to play· music or to ta.lk about 
their experiencea. 
26. S.tudents often talk about their own 
personal.problems. 
TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE 
27, Moat tucb•r• do not try .to a•i: 1tud1nt1; · 
lnt1re1t1d in ,mat• is 1_oin1 cm in tb• · 
Viii ted Stet11; 
28, . J(any. 1_tud1nti often talk about what 
tbey think i1 riaht or vrona, · 
· 29, Quite a few of the taacber1 telk to 
1.t11dant1 about concerti, play1 and 
mu1eum1, 
.30, . MAny. atudente talk about travelins to 
different part• of t:be United Stata1, 
31. In many cla1111 .1tud1nt1 talk ~out 
what tbay do out1ida of 1cbool, 
. 32, Social 1tudi11 ii not a vary :t•portent . 
1ubjact in thi1 1cbool, 
33, Student• hara are vary quick to tall 
·teachers about thinga that should be 
changed. · 
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34, · Studant1. do nc,t pay ~b attention to ·. 
· 1i;boo;l rule• an4 replatlon1, . 
. 3s. 'l'bln11 lik1 paper tbrow1n1 or water 
fiahta are not likely to happen in 
tbil 1ctaool, 
36. Hoit· 1tude1lt:e bare -do not -like to a•t , 
into any kind of. ar1PJ1141Dt, 
· 37. Student• ablo1t alvay1 wit to be 
caUad. on before 1pukln1 in ~la.11. · 
38. 'l'bl1 1cbool ba1 a bi.a prop: .. of 1port, 
or phy1lcel educatlcm activlti.11 •. · · · 
39. Stud•nte 1ometf.•• Mk• plan• to ilo 
1omethili!l bed to the 1cbool, 
· 40, · · .Studant1 do not a•t any 1peclal favor1 
in tbh . 1chool, . 
THAn YOU POB. MABIHG'l'HBSISIH'.l'INCIS, 
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If you have attended thfs 1chool le11 than one 
year, p•ea•• blacken the 1pa·ce marked O fn the 
ffr1t row. of fdentfffcatfon number,. If you . 
have attended thts· school one year or longer,· 
do not blacken any space fn thi1 row. 
Please mark the code nunber for your school fn · 
the proper 1pace1 of the la1t three rows of 
fdentiffc•tfon numbers. YOUR TEACHER WILL TELL 
YOU THE CORRECT CODE NUMBER. Write the nun• 
·bars in the squares provided then blacken the 
correiponding spacea. One space must be 
blackened for each row. 
ELEME.NTARY SCHOOLS 
EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS 
OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS 
IN OKLAHOMA 
An1wer sheet for 
"Elementary School Environment Survey" 
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TCh Wichita rUth and Sixth Grade Teacher, 
ftClla Donovan Moore, Graduate Student, Cklabou State Univer•Uy 
SUIJICT: Sped.al in1truct:1on1 for teacher, partlolpatlna in the pilot 
1tudy of the Educational lnvlronment1 in llementary School• 
Th• purpoH of thil pilot 1tudy 11 to field· tHt the 11 In1.truotlon1 
to Teachers for Adminiltering the Educational School Enviromental 
Survey" to determine if the directions are clear or if you encounter 
probl•• that merit changes or additions to the instructions. 
Thia pilot study will also provide a procedure through which each 
step of the entire study will become operational. Thus, any probla 
area should be identified. 
I appreciate very much you taking time from your crowded schedule 
to administer the ESES to the pupils in your claas. 
DISREG\RD ITEM 8 OF THE INS'l'R.UCTIONS TO TEACHERS. Plea1e keep 
the completed answer sheets until Friday, March 12. They will be 
collected when I meet with you on that date. 
APPENDIX S 
LETTER ACCOMPANYING IBM PRINTOUT OF INDIVIDUAL 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY 
PROFILES FOR PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS 
lli.Q 
ll§ll 
-Oklahoma Stale University 
OlPARTM[NT Of EDUCATION 
Edueatlorial Envlronments of 
Elementary Schools ln Ok_lahoma 
Oklahoma State Unlveralty 
Stlllwater, Oklahoma 74074 
Dear Princlpal: 
I STll.lWA1EI, OKI.AHOM" 1401~ CIJNOfl.SfN HAU t40SI J1Z-6JU, UCT, 6'61 
November 26, 1971 
Enclosed you will flnd the information about the educational atmosphere 
of your elementary school as perceived by the ·pupil• of your school. Thia 
information 11 being aent to you, as promieed, for particlpating in the 1tate 
wide 1urvey of Educational Envlronanentl of Elementary School• in Oklahoma. 
The information, which is expreued in profile form, was obtained by havin& 
the fifth and sixth grade pupils respond to the Elementary School Environ• 
mental Survey (!SES). 
Please notice that in addltion to giving the educat'ional profile of your 
school, the enclosed IBM print out sheet gives the mean scorl!!s for the school• 
that have the same characteristics as your school. Thie makes it poaaible-to 
compare your school with other schools who participated in the study. 
Thank you for allowing your school to participate in the study. Without 
the cooperation of your fifth and sixth grade teachers an!! the teachera .in the 
112 other schools thoughout the state of Oklahoma, research involving aucb a 
large number of schools would have been impossible. 
Hopefully, this information will be helpful' in the evaluation proceu of 
your school. No value baa been placed on the appropriateneaa or inappropri• 
ateness of individual school scores. A descriptive 1tudy can only report 
findings, no cause and eHect relationships can ·be supported. 
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· Anonymity of your school baa been maintained. - The, key to the code numbera 
used to identify the schools participating in the study is av~llable to thll 
researcher only. There la no objection, however, to individual 1chools reveal•. 
ing thelr identity. If publicity of participating in the study 11 desired, 
copy of the new• release that was featured on page 32 111 the September, 1971 1 
The Ok lahoaia Teacher I may be obU111ed- from ClklahOCD& Stat.e Univeuity lleHarch 
Fo,111dation1 "llucarcb Reports''. Phyllis Luebke, !di tor. 
Thia research project va.s funded by the Departaent qf Ha.1th, !ducatlon, 
and Welfare by authority of P.L. 83-531~ Cooperative Reac•~ch Act, ... •-nd•d 
by P.L. 89·10, Title IV, Sec. 2(a), Cooperative. Research rrogr .. , s.au -
Page 2 
Project Research. Any publication or presentation resulting from or 
primarily related· to the work and/or service's being performed hereunder 
shall contain the following acknowledgement: 
"The project presented or. reported herein was performed 
pursuant to a contract with the U.S. Office o'f Education, Depart· 
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. The opinions expressed 
herein, however, d,o not necessarily reflect the position or 
policy of the U.S. Office of E(lucation, and no official endorse-. 
ment by the U.S. Office of Education should be inferred.II 
Sincerely, 
Donovan Moore 
Princi al Investigator 
B.u sell Dobson 
Project Director 
Associate ·professor 
Department of Education 
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SAMPLE OF IBM PRINTOUT SENT TO EACH 
SCHOOL PARTICIPATING·IN.THE STUDY 
ELEMENTARY SC~OOL ENVICRN~ENT SURVERY SCORE 
PRACTICALITY 








































MEAN SCORE OF SCHOOLS HAVING 
FEMALE PRINCIPALS 
RURAL SETTING 
NON-TITLE J SCHOOLS 
ENROLLMENT 201-400 
AGE OF TEACHERS 31-40 
PERMANENT INT~RNAL WALLS 
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT SURVEY RAW SCORES, 




VAi<IABLE SCORES (KAI< SCORES) STANDARD SCORES IZ SCORESJ P~RCE NTI LE SCOAES 
SCHOCL p l. A p s p c A p s p c A p s 
101 Z5 20 28 d Z9 •0.81 -1.u O.OJ -'-0.,.4 0.50 25 lo 02 -50: :it 
102 l7 31 20 2<> 28 0.25 0.90 -0.1~ 0.97 o.o 70 87 25 _ a9- · "} 
100 26 27 26 20 20 -o.z8 -0.73 -0. 79 -1.ao -1:.00 49 22 2,. Z - - - Z 
lC8 .t8 29 20 ZJ 2-8 0.111 0.09 --0. 79 -o.,.,.. o.o 85 57 23 <19 - ; •• 
110 25 28 27 2't. 27 -o. Bl -0.32 -0.38 0.03 -0.50 25· 't5 0 -6<1 :_ -,.. 
111 29 JO 26 d 26 loJ2 0.50 -0. 79 _ -O.'t't -1.00 95 75 22 _ <1e - Z# 
112 .i?S 30 27 23 30 0.79 0.50 -0.38 -0.'t't 1.00 85 75 ,.2 - <11- 88 
lll .t1 30 29 . 25 28 0.25 0.50 0.,.5 0.50 . o.o 69 11t 75 - 71 _- ·S9 
l l't 25 29 28- .:6 J2 -0.81 0.09 0.0_3 0.97 1.99 Zit 56 u_ -,a _ 100 
115 .i!5 28 .i!8 23 25 -0.81 -0.32 o.oJ -0.4't -l.'t9 23 ,.,. 60- -- <16 ___ - --- 1 
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